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From eroderic at iglou.com Fri Jun 1 17:54:44 2001
From: eroderic at iglou.com (ELIZABETH RODERICK)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:14 2003
Subject: Virginia Historical Inventory
Message-ID: <E155vwS-0001qo-00@iglou.com>
The Virginia Historical Inventory
http://eagle.vsla.edu/vhi
The Library of Virginia's Digital Library Program (DLP) is pleased to
announce the availability of the Virginia Historical Inventory
Project, funded in part by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in 1997.
The Virginia Historical Inventory (VHI) is a collection of
detailed reports, photographs, and maps, documenting the architectural,
cultural, and family histories of thousands of 18th- and 19th-century
buildings in communities across Virginia. Workers for the Works
Progress Administration (WPA) project documented, assessed, and
photographed early structures (many of which do not survive today),
creating a pictorial and textual prism through which architects,
genealogists, economists, social historians, journalists, researchers,
and the general public can study a unique record of Virginia's past.
The collection consists of more than 19,300 survey reports (consisting
of approximately 70,000 pages), more than 6,200 photographs, and 103
annotated county and city maps. The project was created in the late
1930s by the Virginia Writers' Project, a branch of the federally
funded Works Progress Administration (WPA). Using a standard format,
the field-workers for the VHI prepared survey reports on each
structure, with extensive details taken from onsite investigation,
research in court records and other local resources, and personal
interviews with county residents. The reports include such information
as descriptions of the buildings and their surroundings, the history of
the building, chronological lists of owners, architectural features,
and historical significance. For most buildings, field-workers
completed a standardized "architectural description" form, giving
extensive architectural details such as size, type of building
material, weatherboarding, cornices, shutters, porch, and entryway, and
on interior features such as the stairway, basement, and styles
of doors, layout, and other distinctive features. Field-workers often
added pencil or pen-and-ink sketches to their reports. In addition,
they often included photographs of the buildings they documented.
Unlike the more well-known Historic American Buildings Survey, which
documents prominent historical structures, the VHI was specifically
charged with describing the vernacular architecture and history of
everyday buildings: homes, workplaces, churches, and public buildings.
This aspect of the project makes the existence of photographs that much
more valuable (and poignant): many of these structures no longer exist,
and the VHI photographs may be the only extant visual records of them.
VHI writers did not restrict their reports to structures, however.
There are also reports on cemeteries (often including detailed
tombstone information), antiques, historical events, and personages, as
well as transcriptions of land grants, wills, deeds, diaries, and
correspondence.
The Virginia Writers' Project office in Richmond took the further step
of annotating county and city maps, primarily ones published by the

Virginia Department of Transportation in 1936, by adding numbers in red
ink indicating the locations of documented structures, with the map
number stamped on the corresponding report.
To accomplish the online presentation of the VHI, the DLP has digitized
from microfilm all of the survey reports, scanned from the original
prints all of the photographs, and prepared full-level cataloging
records for each of the reports and photographs. In cooperation with
VTLS, Inc., the Library has also developed an interactive digital
interface for the maps. Finally, the DLP has collected together within
one interface links to all the material available for a specific
report.
The VHI digital project makes it possible for a user to search the
survey report database, view the image of the report, then retrieve the
corresponding map and the photograph. Or, the researcher may search the
interface to find a specific geographical location, and then review the
specific survey report for that site. Or, a researcher may search the
photographs and retrieve the corresponding survey report and map to
provide a context for each image. An additional feature makes it
possible for a researcher to choose a particular locality, then view
the locations and reports for categories of structures, such as
churches, dwellings, taverns, school buildings, cemeteries, commercial
buildings, bridges, and historic sites.
VTLS, Inc., located in Blacksburg, Virginia, provided extensive
consulting, design and technical support for all aspects of the
project, and was instrumental in designing and implementing the
complex interactive interface for all of the project components.
The URL for the Library of Virginia is http://www.lva.lib.va.us and the
VHI resource is available on the Digital Library Program Home Page.
For more information contact Elizabeth Roderick, Director, Digital
Library Program, The Library of Virginia eroderick@lva.lib.va.us
-Elizabeth Roderick
Director, Digital Library Program
The Library of Virginia
800 E. Broad Street
Richmond, VA 23219

email (eroderick@lva.lib.va.us)
email (eroderic@iglou.com)
phone (804) 692-3761
fax
(804) 692-3771

*****************************************************
http://www.lva.lib.va.us
The LVA Digital Library Program
*****************************************************
From suzanne.levy at co.fairfax.va.us Sun Jun 3 17:11:22 2001
From: suzanne.levy at co.fairfax.va.us (suzanne.levy@co.fairfax.va.us)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:14 2003
Subject: Family Search CDs vs. Online Access
Message-ID: <890030663D28D411926F00D0B7695988018B68C0@ffxex09.co.fairfax.va.us>
Greetings,
It is time once again for my library to renew the CD-rom subscription to
Family Search. From the standpoint of customer usage, it is still popular
and I believe there are still differences in the CD-Rom and internet

versions of Family Search. But I would like the opinions of other librarians
and those who use these tools more than I do.
Thanks for any insights you might share.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
Fairfax County Public Library
From fwills at smlnet.sml.lib.la.us Mon Jun 4 18:49:18 2001
From: fwills at smlnet.sml.lib.la.us (Faedra Wills)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:14 2003
Subject: Genealogy Volunteers
Message-ID: <NFBBLHHGLMJJJFIOIIFJEEANCAAA.fwills@smlnet.sml.lib.la.us>
Good Afternoon!
I'm a genealogy librarian in a mid-size public library. I have just been
given the go ahead to start using volunteers. I'm the first department in
the library system to use volunteers, so I'm I'm on my own as I begin this
program. I have a couple of questions I would like help on:
1. How do you schedule the volunteers so you do not have too many on some
days and not enough on other days?
2.

Any ideas for projects, beyond the usual?

3.

Any other guidelines or suggestions would be appreciated.

I have looked at the archives and found some e-mails, but none that
addressed my specific questions.
I appreciate your help.
Faedra M. Wills
Shreve Memorial Library
fwills@smlnet.sml.lib.la.us

From jbrannan at uwa.edu Tue Jun 5 09:26:32 2001
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:14 2003
Subject: Genealogy Volunteers
Message-ID: <32ACAE3A2599D211A15700A0C9AB28C56A79C5@univ.westal.edu>
Having been a volunteer coordinator, you have my most sincere sympathies
with your new duties. The primary thing to remember is that they are
volunteers. They each have their own agenda. They each have objectives
that they want to accomplish. If you pay attention to their wants and
needs, you will have much better cooperation and attendance. They will
basically let you know when they can work. You will have to adapt what you
want to what they are willing to do. Scheduling volunteers is much more
difficult than scheduling regular employees.
Projects? For the most part, again, let them decide. You make a list of
the usual things and let them chose what they want to do. Sometimes you
will have a creative person that comes up with an idea that isn't on your

list. Let them do it. The only thing with projects - be sure no one
undertakes something that will leave a mess on your hands if they leave and
haven't finished it.
You will probably find that some of your volunteers really don't want to
work for you - they are using the volunteer status to do their own research.
Good luck.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services/Interlibrary Loan Associate Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
Livingston, Alabama 35470
205.652.3677

-----Original Message----From: Faedra Wills [mailto:fwills@smlnet.sml.lib.la.us]
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2001 5:49 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Genealogy Volunteers
Good Afternoon!
I'm a genealogy librarian in a mid-size public library. I have just been
given the go ahead to start using volunteers. I'm the first department in
the library system to use volunteers, so I'm I'm on my own as I begin this
program. I have a couple of questions I would like help on:
1. How do you schedule the volunteers so you do not have too many on some
days and not enough on other days?
2.

Any ideas for projects, beyond the usual?

3.

Any other guidelines or suggestions would be appreciated.

I have looked at the archives and found some e-mails, but none that
addressed my specific questions.
I appreciate your help.
Faedra M. Wills
Shreve Memorial Library
fwills@smlnet.sml.lib.la.us
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jbrannan@uwa.edu
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
From kd7mvs at arrl.net Tue Jun 5 19:59:21 2001
From: kd7mvs at arrl.net (John Mead)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:14 2003

Subject: Family Search CDs vs. Online Access
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6286-69741-2001.06.03-16.13.35--JOHNMEAD#TELEPORT.CO
M@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.0.20010605185755.00a4b4d0@pop3.norton.antivirus>
While not having compared the two products, there is *one* point I can
make; CD-Roms still work when the network is down...
yrs,
John Mead
At 04:11 PM 6/3/2001 -0400, suzanne.levy@co.fairfax.va.us wrote:
>Greetings,
>
>It is time once again for my library to renew the CD-rom subscription to
>Family Search. From the standpoint of customer usage, it is still popular
>and I believe there are still differences in the CD-Rom and internet
>versions of Family Search. But I would like the opinions of other librarians
>and those who use these tools more than I do.
>
>Thanks for any insights you might share.
>
>Suzanne Levy
>Virginia Room Librarian
>Fairfax County Public Library
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: JOHNMEAD@TELEPORT.COM
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From kleback at nwrls.lib.fl.us Tue Jun 5 10:22:34 2001
From: kleback at nwrls.lib.fl.us (Linda Kleback)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:14 2003
Subject: Genealogy Volunteers
References: <LYRIS-30373-69856-2001.06.04-18.42.47-kleback#nwrls.lib.fl.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B1CEB2A.C7C46310@nwrls.lib.fl.us>
We have used volunteers, and they can be a great help as long as you
accept the limitations. I have found that the type of people that like
to be library volunteers tend to take lots of long vacations. For that
reason, we never depend on them the same way we do paid staff. It is
also important to make some kind of schedule so you avoid too many
people appearing at once. That can get really disruptive to the
department.
Linda Pazics Kleback
Genealogy Specialist
Bay County Public Library
Panama City, FL
Faedra Wills wrote:
>
> Good Afternoon!
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm a genealogy librarian in a mid-size public library. I have just been
given the go ahead to start using volunteers. I'm the first department in
the library system to use volunteers, so I'm I'm on my own as I begin this
program. I have a couple of questions I would like help on:
1. How do you schedule the volunteers so you do not have too many on some
days and not enough on other days?
2.

Any ideas for projects, beyond the usual?

3.

Any other guidelines or suggestions would be appreciated.

I have looked at the archives and found some e-mails, but none that
addressed my specific questions.
I appreciate your help.
Faedra M. Wills
Shreve Memorial Library
fwills@smlnet.sml.lib.la.us
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: kleback@nwrls.lib.fl.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From mmulholl at ahml.lib.il.us Tue Jun 5 11:29:03 2001
From: mmulholl at ahml.lib.il.us (Michael Mulholland)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:14 2003
Subject: Genealogy Volunteers
Message-ID: <sb1cb48c.039@gws.ahml.lib.il.us>
Hello,
Here at the Arlington Heights Memorial Library (northwest suburban Chicago) I
coordinate 29 genealogy volunteers for our genealogy collection. Our collection has
about 8000 books and 140 periodicals. The local history/genealogy room is open the
same hours as the library.
Here are some suggestions.
1. Make out a schedule of hours/time slots and ask people to fill them in. If 2
people full in the same blank, see if you can split the shift. Example: one works
the 1st and 3rd Monday morning and the other woreks the 2nd and 4th. If you really
need people on a certian (like a Saturday) have them rotate so then they only have
to be there once every 5 or 6 Saturdays
Almost all of my volunteers have set hours. They work the same hours on the same
day. A few twice a week, more just once a week, and even some just ONE time slot a
month.
2. Try to develop a "pool" of substitutes, people "on call" If a regular can't be
there, call sub #1, then sub #2. Sometimes there just won't be anyone available.
3. Find out each volunteers "strengths" and make a list. Can one read the old
German script? Is one fluent in Polish? Is one a DAR? etc.and post the list so
patrons will know when to come.
4. Projects. Can the volunteers be part of the book processing? Typing labels?
affixing call number labels to the spine? Maintaining an old-fashioned shelf list.
We do and it helps immensely. For bibliographies, have them check your library's
card catalog and then write in the call number next to the entry--ex: Filby's
passenger lists.
Have one maintain the pamphlet file. Have another be in charge of

maps..periodicals..housekeeping..watering the plants...
5. Have a bulletin board or share book for the volunteers to check for any news,
events, new titles, library info, field trips...
I have a lot more, so please email perosnally.
Good Luck!

Michael A. Mulholland
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
847.870.3643
>>> "Faedra Wills" <fwills@smlnet.sml.lib.la.us> 06/04/01 05:49PM >>>
Good Afternoon!
I'm a genealogy librarian in a mid-size public library. I have just been
given the go ahead to start using volunteers. I'm the first department in
the library system to use volunteers, so I'm I'm on my own as I begin this
program. I have a couple of questions I would like help on:
1. How do you schedule the volunteers so you do not have too many on some
days and not enough on other days?
2.

Any ideas for projects, beyond the usual?

3.

Any other guidelines or suggestions would be appreciated.

I have looked at the archives and found some e-mails, but none that
addressed my specific questions.
I appreciate your help.
Faedra M. Wills
Shreve Memorial Library
fwills@smlnet.sml.lib.la.us
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: mmulholl@ahml.lib.il.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-125441U@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Sat Jun 2 09:05:07 2001
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: [Fwd: [NYERIE-L] Fw: Complete 1880 US Census on LDS CD]
Message-ID: <3B18D673.6012FD45@tampabay.rr.com>

-------- Original Message -------Subject: [NYERIE-L] Fw: Complete 1880 US Census on LDS CD
Resent-Date: Fri, 1 Jun 2001 22:33:14 -0700

Resent-From: NYERIE-L@rootsweb.com
Date: Sat, 2 Jun 2001 12:43:14 +0700
From: "J.M. (Jack) DUKESBURY" <jmdukesbury@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: NYERIE-L@rootsweb.com
To: NYERIE-L@rootsweb.com
Looks like great news to me and I have already placed my order.
Jack DUKESBURY
Jakarta, Indonesia
----- Original Message ----From: Judy Ardine <downeast@tir.com>
To: <PA-OLD-CHESTER-L@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2001 8:56 PM
Subject: Complete 1880 US Census on LDS CD
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Forwarded from Quaker-Roots-L:
Have you heard??
The LDS are releasing an extracted form (not scans of the originals) of
the US 1880 Census on June 1 in a 56-CD set (35 of data, 20 of index, and
1 viewer) for $49.00!! Check with http://familysearch.org for ordering
instructions.
It contains 50.5 milliion names, twice the number on the Ellis Island
Records, and covers all "38 states, 8 territories, excluding only the
Indian Territory of present-day Oklahoma" then in the Union. "It is a
fully extracted record, with every name indexed."
"The 1880 U.S. Census is the most complete database published by the
Church to date and contains each individual's full name, relationship to
head of the house, age, gender, race, marital status, occupation,
birthplace, and the birthplace of the individual's parents....
"[A] powerful search engine is included with the CD that makes it
possible to find a person through 'bits and pieces' and 'wild card'
searches. Bits and pieces means each category can be in a search. A
wild card search is where one or more letters, such as the easily
mistaken r, y and v can be replaced by an asterisk. The census also
allows viewing of neighboring families."
The 1881 Canadian Census is currently extracted and is being processed
for finalization, date of release not known yet, but will be "soon."
--DESERET NEWS LDS CHURCH NEWS, May 26, 2001, p. 5, Col. 1.
Feel free to copy to others, as long as you retain the source info at the
bottom of the article.
Nancy in Utah
"I collect cousins"
http://worldconnect.rootsweb.com/~roney
tnmitchell@juno.com
Another person posted:
I have heard that it will be on backorder until late summer, though.
My local Gen Society purchased it (among other CDs) at the NGS Conference

in
> Portland OR a couple of weeks ago.
>
==============================
Join the RootsWeb WorldConnect Project:
Linking the world, one GEDCOM at a time.
http://worldconnect.rootsweb.com
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Mon Jun 4 23:38:15 2001
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Genealogy Volunteers
References: <LYRIS-65145-69856-2001.06.04-18.42.47-centans#tampabay.rr.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B1C4617.2D9D3853@tampabay.rr.com>
HI Faedra,
I included a few pages about how to encourage and use volunteers in
my Librarian's Guide to Helping Patron's with Genealogical Research tutorial that
is online at:
http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/genguide.html
The encouraging volunteers page is at the following url:
http://web.tampabay.rr.com/centans/encourag.html
Sharon Centanne
Genealogical Research Instructor and Webpage Designer
Faedra Wills wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Good Afternoon!
I'm a genealogy librarian in a mid-size public library. I have just been
given the go ahead to start using volunteers. I'm the first department in
the library system to use volunteers, so I'm I'm on my own as I begin this
program. I have a couple of questions I would like help on:
1. How do you schedule the volunteers so you do not have too many on some
days and not enough on other days?
2.

Any ideas for projects, beyond the usual?

3.

Any other guidelines or suggestions would be appreciated.

I have looked at the archives and found some e-mails, but none that
addressed my specific questions.
I appreciate your help.
Faedra M. Wills
Shreve Memorial Library
fwills@smlnet.sml.lib.la.us

>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: centans@tampabay.rr.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
-??#???#?

From eljohnston at mail.utexas.edu Tue Jun 5 13:24:52 2001
From: eljohnston at mail.utexas.edu (Elizabeth L. Johnston)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Job Description question
Message-ID: <3B1D15E4.E351EE1E@mail.utexas.edu>
Hello, I have been asked to help write the job description for my new
position. I will be a genealogy and local history librarian. (Not sure
of the exact job title either :) ) My question is - from your
experience, what are some key items I should make sure are in this job
description? The reference department is in the midst of digitizing our
local newspaper and indexing it.
Whatever help you can provide will be appreciated. You can respond
off-list if you wish.
Thank you,
Elizabeth L. Johnston

From JulieKidd at compuserve.com Tue Jun 5 20:20:18 2001
From: JulieKidd at compuserve.com (Julie Kidd)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Fw: Complete 1880 US Census on LDS CD]
Message-ID: <200106051920_MC3-D4D3-BED7@compuserve.com>
>Looks like great news to me and I have already placed my order.
Jack DUKESBURY
Jakarta, Indonesia
----- Original Message ----From: Judy Ardine <downeast@tir.com>
To: <PA-OLD-CHESTER-L@rootsweb.com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2001 8:56 PM
Subject: Complete 1880 US Census on LDS CD
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Forwarded from Quaker-Roots-L:
Have you heard??
The LDS are releasing an extracted form (not scans of the originals) of
the US 1880 Census on June 1 in a 56-CD set (35 of data, 20 of index, and
1 viewer) for $49.00!! Check with http://familysearch.org for ordering
instructions.
It contains 50.5 milliion names, twice the number on the Ellis Island
Records, and covers all "38 states, 8 territories, excluding only the

> Indian Territory of present-day Oklahoma" then in the Union. "It is a
> fully extracted record, with every name indexed."
>
> "The 1880 U.S. Census is the most complete database published by the
> Church to date and contains each individual's full name, relationship to
> head of the house, age, gender, race, marital status, occupation,
> birthplace, and the birthplace of the individual's parents....
>
> "[A] powerful search engine is included with the CD that makes it
> possible to find a person through 'bits and pieces' and 'wild card'
> searches. Bits and pieces means each category can be in a search. A
> wild card search is where one or more letters, such as the easily
> mistaken r, y and v can be replaced by an asterisk. The census also
> allows viewing of neighboring families."
>
> The 1881 Canadian Census is currently extracted and is being processed
> for finalization, date of release not known yet, but will be "soon."
>
> --DESERET NEWS LDS CHURCH NEWS, May 26, 2001, p. 5, Col. 1.
> Feel free to copy to others, as long as you retain the source info at the
> bottom of the article.
>
> Nancy in Utah
> "I collect cousins"
> http://worldconnect.rootsweb.com/~roney
> tnmitchell@juno.com
>
> Another person posted:
>
> I have heard that it will be on backorder until late summer, though.
> My local Gen Society purchased it (among other CDs) at the NGS Conference
in
> Portland OR a couple of weeks ago.
>
It's a great new resource. It's not perfect - when dealing with
interpretations of handwritten records, there are always errors. We
purchased a set at Portland at the Conference. My understanding was what
was available here was a pre-printing - and all there was. The remainder of
the printing was to come later, though I do see they're advertising it on
their website <www.familysearch.com>
It's compiled in an interesting manner. There is a set of index CDs, for
the entire US. Then the abstraction of the census is done by region, and
thereunder alphabetically. It does require a bit of swapping, but is head
and shoulders above what was available before!
Julie
JulieKidd@compuserve.com
Genealogical Forum of Oregon
From diane at kovacs.com Tue Jun 5 21:57:41 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Ohionet Workshops)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Free Web-based Workshop Beginners Genealogical Research on the Internet
Message-ID: <v04220825b7433080528f@[192.168.1.14]>

Beginners Genealogical Research on the Internet Free Web-based Workshop
Sponsored by OHIONET
Students may choose to participate in scheduled live online meetings*
June 18 Noon-2 EST (11-1 CST, 10-12 MST, 9-11 PST)
OR
Register for individually paced work with the instructor and other students
via
e-mail and online meetings by appointment. Begins June 18, 2001.
Agenda
Syllabus at http://www.kovacs.com/genbegin.html
Overview
In this Web-based hands-on workshop, students will learn the basics
of genealogical research within the context of using the Internet for
genealogical research.
Audience
No genealogical research knowledge is assumed.
The workshop might also be useful for those who assist others in
doing genealogical research.
Participants should know how to use Netscape or Internet Explorer 4.5
or higher to interact with the Web-based materials.
Schedule
Students may choose to participate in scheduled live online meetings*
June 18 Noon-2 EST (11-1 CST, 10-12 MST, 9-11 PST)
OR
Register for individually paced work with the instructor and other students
via
e-mail and online meetings by appointment. Begins June 18, 2001.
Registration and Tuition
http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
The workshop tuition is free but registration is required
Materials
All materials will be online on interactive Web pages. Color printed
packets will be priority mailed to each participant on receipt of
payment, or purchase order.
Instructor:
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
Genealogical Research on the Internet -Web-based Workshop in a Book
Forthcoming from Neal-Schuman 2001
OHIONET contact:

Mary Mlynar Conroy
Library Services Coordinator
OHIONET, 1500 West Lane Ave, Columbus OH 43221
Fax 614/486-1527 voice 800/686-8975 or 614/486-2966 ext 16
mailto:mconroy@ohionet.org
From diane at kovacs.com Tue Jun 5 21:58:30 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Ohionet Workshops)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: June 19 or 22: (web-based) Genealogical Research on the Internet
Part 1
Message-ID: <v04220826b74330b25e79@[192.168.1.14]>
Genealogical Research on the Internet Part 1 Reference,
Documentation, Communication & Travel Web-based Workshop
Sponsored by OHIONET
Students may choose to participate in scheduled live online meetings*
June 19 OR June 22 Noon-2 EST (11-1 CST, 10-12 MST, 9-11 PST) OR
Register for individually paced work with the instructor and other students
via
e-mail and online meetings by appointment.
Agenda
Syllabus at http://www.kovacs.com/genpart1.html
Overview
In this hands-on Web-based workshop, students will learn to
effectively and efficiently use the Internet for genealogical
research or to assist others in doing genealogical research.
Some basic knowledge of genealogical research is required.
The focus is on the 'best' Internet resources to use in doing
genealogical research or assisting others in doing genealogical
research.
The Internet is also a tool for communicating and planning
correspondence and travel related to genealogical research.
Audience
This workshop is intended for people who want to learn about using
the Internet to find high quality, authoritative information for
genealogical research.
Prerequisites
The basic genealogical research knowledge and basic Internet
knowledge provided in the free workshop "Beginners Genealogical
Research on the Internet" is assumed.
Participants should know how to use Netscape or Internet Explorer 4.5
or higher to interact with the Web-based materials.
Schedule

Students may choose to participate in scheduled live online meetings*
June 19 OR June 22 Noon-2 EST (11-1 CST, 10-12 MST, 9-11 PST) OR
Register for individually paced work with the instructor and other students
via
e-mail and online meetings by appointment. Begins June 19, 2001.
Registration and Tuition
http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
The workshop tuition is $100 per person.
Materials
All materials will be online on interactive Web pages. Color printed
packets will be priority mailed to each participant on receipt of
payment, or purchase order.
Instructor:
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
Genealogical Research on the Internet -Web-based Workshop in a Book
Forthcoming from Neal-Schuman 2001
OHIONET contact:
Mary Mlynar Conroy
Library Services Coordinator
OHIONET, 1500 West Lane Ave, Columbus OH 43221
Fax 614/486-1527 voice 800/686-8975 or 614/486-2966 ext 16
mailto:mconroy@ohionet.org
From diane at kovacs.com Tue Jun 5 21:58:49 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Ohionet Workshops)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: July 21 (web-based): Genealogical Research on the Internet Part 2
Message-ID: <v04220827b74330c66316@[192.168.1.14]>
Genealogical Research on the Internet Part 2 International,
African-American, Native American, and ... Web-based Workshop
Sponsored by OHIONET
Students may choose to participate in scheduled live online meeting
July 21 Noon-2 EST (11-1 CST, 10-12 MST, 9-11 PST) OR
Register for individually paced work with the instructor and other students
via
e-mail and online meetings by appointment. Begins July 21, 2001
Agenda
Syllabus at http://www.kovacs.com/genpart2.html
Overview
In this hands-on Web-based workshop, students will learn to

effectively and efficiently use the Internet for advanced
genealogical research or to assist others in doing advanced
genealogical research.
Knowledge of genealogical research is required.
The focus is on the 'best' Internet resources to use in doing
International, African-American, or Native American genealogical
research or assisting others in doing genealogical research in these
areas.
Audience
This workshop is intended for people who want to learn about using
the Internet to find high quality, authoritative information for
International, African-American, or Native American genealogical
research.
The basic genealogical research knowledge and basic Internet
knowledge provided in the free workshop "Beginners Genealogical
Research on the Internet" is assumed. "Genealogy Research on the
Internet Part 1" is recommended.
Participants should know how to use Netscape or Internet Explorer 4.5
or higher to interact with the Web-based materials.
Schedule
Students may choose to participate in scheduled live online meeting*
July 21 Noon-2 EST (11-1 CST, 10-12 MST, 9-11 PST) OR
Register for individually paced work with the instructor and other students
via
e-mail and online meetings by appointment. Begins July 21, 2001.
Registration and Tuition
http://www.kovacs.com/register.html
The workshop tuition is $100 per person.
Materials
All materials will be online on interactive Web pages. Color printed
packets will be priority mailed to each participant on receipt of
payment, or purchase order.
Instructor:
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
Genealogical Research on the Internet -Web-based Workshop in a Book
Forthcoming from Neal-Schuman 2001
OHIONET contact:
Mary Mlynar Conroy
Library Services Coordinator
OHIONET, 1500 West Lane Ave, Columbus OH 43221
Fax 614/486-1527 voice 800/686-8975 or 614/486-2966 ext 16
mailto:mconroy@ohionet.org
From tracithompson at hotmail.com

Wed Jun

6 16:28:16 2001

From: tracithompson at hotmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: scanners/digital cameras
Message-ID: <F103VJpjc0D543TuylJ00015366@hotmail.com>
Hello list,
Our library is looking into getting a digital camera and scanner. Can
anyone recommend a certain brand or type? I am clueless and open to any
suggestions. Thank you very much in advance.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Reference Librarian
Edgecombe County Memorial Library
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com

From cbhamer at bellsouth.net Wed Jun 6 14:30:25 2001
From: cbhamer at bellsouth.net (Collin B. Hamer, Jr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Foreign telephone books
Message-ID: <3B1E76C1.33D69F77@bellsouth.net>
Hello everyone!
The discussion of old travel guides brought to mind the foreign
telephone book collection our Information and Reference Division was
tossing out recently. The explanation that "it's all on the Internet" so
we don't need it anymore will come back to haunt us in the long run. One
of my staff has extensive ties to Italy and complained about many of his
friends and acquaintenances being missing from the online Italian
telephone resource. When I heard that the books for Rome, Berlin &
Madrid, as well as all the Canadian provinces were being thrown out, I
saved them and put them out for our researchers to use. Since they date
from the mid to late 1990's, I suppose their usefulness will diminish as
they age.
In Louisiana, we have about a half dozen non-Bell telephone companies
whose subscribers do not seem to be represented in the on-line telephone
resources.
/Collin
Collin B. Hamer, Jr.
Head, Louisiana Division
New Orleans Public Library

From jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us Wed Jun 6 13:04:03 2001
From: jmcmullin at alexandria.lib.va.us (Joyce A. McMullin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: scanners/digital cameras
References: <LYRIS-109639-70152-2001.06.06-11.29.39-jmcmullin#alexandria.lib.va.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B1E5473.3FA2EDEF@alexandria.lib.va.us>
TraciI'll address scanners since we've bought three over the past 5 years.

First and

foremost, think through what it is you will be scanning; actually make a list. You
might inquire of the list the nature of projects being done with scanners, because
from where you are sitting right now, you cannot image what the potential is. Buy
your "trade-up," second scanner the first time out; you won't regret it.
Determine the size of the materials, the format (flat documents/photos, bound
volumes, transparent material), and what you want to do with the digital files.
generate web sites, sell reproductions of photographs from the collection in
digital form on CD-ROMS, etc.

We

If you have a service which sells reproductions of photos and you make it known you
have a scanner, you will be asked for digital copies by patrons using the images in
publication, so you may find yourself buying a CD burner too. The CD burner has
come in handy...we have a select group of photos which are sold over and over and
since we've been providing digital files, we don't have to handle the photos as
much, we just copy from our CD to the one we sell the patron. We also use the CD
burner too as secure storage for some of our web sites rather than keeping them on
hard drives or zip disks.
We have a Minolta PS7000, an overhead scanner which will handle materials up to
17x23, but only in black and white to 400 dpi. The Minolta will scan open books
and correct for the curvature and gutter which is great for working with archival
materials which won't take much handling, but it comes with a low 5 figure price
tag.
We have a Microtek 9000, flatbed which will handle up to 12x17 in color up to 1200
dpi and has a transparency adapter for working with transparencies as film
negatives, slides, etc. We scanned a typical black and white negative and made a
fairly creditable black and white "print" out of it. The transparency adapter will
enable us to organize a rather large collection of photographic slides. Price tag,
very low 4 figure.
Our first scanner was a flatbed which could handle up to 8.5x14, color, up to 400
dpi. This just wasn't big enough but it was a workhorse.
You will have to do some shopping around on the internet. Local retail is geared
to the consumer and you won't find anything larger than 8.5x11.
Joyce A. McMullin
full sig below
Traci Thompson wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello list,
Our library is looking into getting a digital camera and scanner. Can
anyone recommend a certain brand or type? I am clueless and open to any
suggestions. Thank you very much in advance.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Reference Librarian
Edgecombe County Memorial Library
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jmcmullin@alexandria.lib.va.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

-Joyce A. McMullin, Manager

Alexandria Library, Special Collections
717 Queen Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Phone: 703.838.4577 x 211
FAX: 703.706.3912
Special Collections Gateway:
http://www.alexandria.lib.va.us/exhibit.htm

From rgrimsle at pc.edu Wed Jun 6 16:17:38 2001
From: rgrimsle at pc.edu (Reagan Grimsley)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Telephone books
Message-ID: <005c01c0eebd$6201f920$3d0aa8c0@pc.edu>
Since I just finished placing a run of ten years of local phone books in
our Special Collections, I will weigh in with an opinion on this one.
Telephone books can be an invaluable aid to a wide variety of researchers,
including genealogists. Those telephone books from the mid-1990's, in fifty
years, will be a snapshot of the city or region at that time. I have often
consulted older phone books to find people listed in a certain locale or if
a business was solvent at a particular time. What today is junk can be a
primary source tomorrow!
Reagan L. Grimsley

From SCP_SULLI at sals.edu Wed Jun 6 16:48:36 2001
From: SCP_SULLI at sals.edu (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: scanners/digital cameras
Message-ID: <010606154836.4bb32@sals.edu>
A few additions to what Joyce (who was kind enough to respond to my similar
question last year) said about scanners.
If you're buying a scanner to work with old records, you may want to aim for a
larger one to start with. A larger one may pay for itself sooner than you
think in the time you don't spend piecing images together. We bought an Epson
Expression 1640XL (12.2 x 17.2 inches) for just under $2500, including the SCSI
card and cable. It works like a charm, and includes a descreening feature to
clean up problems with halftones.
You also have to think about resolution. Some digitizing guides recommend you
scan at 600dpi. Your images will have a longer useful life that way - you
won't have to rescan them as hardware standards increase - but (in addition to
a CD burner) you may need a PC capable of dealing with large images. For
instance, an 11x17 inch newspaper at 600dpi, 24-bit color will yield a 210MB
TIFF file. This will compress down to a 500K JPEG for online use.
After researching this for a long time, we're going with a Plextor CDRW and
Kodak Ultima CD-Rs.
Regarding cameras, we received an Epson Photo PC 700 as part of a grant a
couple of years ago. I was able to get a very legible JPEG from an original

census record at the camera's highest setting, but I think it only saves in
JPEG format, so we don't use it for archival purposes.
Bob Sullivan
Schenectady County Public Library (NY)
Schenectady Digital History Archive

scp_sulli@sals.edu
http://www.scpl.org
http://www.schenectadyhistory.org

From history at eok.lib.ok.us Wed Jun 6 16:36:54 2001
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (Wally Waits)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Telephone books
References:
<LYRIS-111380-70182-2001.06.06-15.17.45-history#eok.lib.ok.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <002a01c0eec8$6cd2d440$ae28a8c0@eok.lib.ok.us>
Years ago we had a generous patron to donate her collection of old telephone
books. Her earliest one was published in 1910. While there are gaps in the
collection, we have been very fortunate to have them. With our city
directories dating from 1903, we have been able to compare the two
collections. Our observation is that the city directories under report
residents year after year. We have been able to use the telephone
directories to both double check the city directory entries and to augment
them. Are they a worthwhile component to a genealogical collection? We
believe they definitely are.
Wally Waits
Muskogee Public Library
----- Original Message -----

From hkelly at wichita.lib.ks.us Wed Jun 6 18:22:53 2001
From: hkelly at wichita.lib.ks.us (Heidi Dressler Kelly)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: free to new home
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-112974-70196-2001.06.06-16.37.45--hkelly#wichita.lib
.ks.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.0.20010606172104.00a6ae00@netconnect.wichita.lib.ks.us>

I have the following in need of a new home:
Germantowne Crier
v. 22 nos. 2-3-4 (1970)
v. 23 nos. 1-2 (1971)
v. 26 no. 1 (1974)
Postage is on me!
-Heidi Dressler, MSLS
Local History Librarian
Wichita Public Library
223 S. Main St.
Wichita, KS 67202
316-261-8500

hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us

From TomK at HeritageQuest.com Wed Jun 6 18:49:47 2001
From: TomK at HeritageQuest.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: ALA. Annual Mtg. San Francisco. Genealogy & Local History Session
Message-ID: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F103D67D@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
Come join us at the largest annual gathering of Genealogy & Local History
Librarians on this the 125th Anniversary of ALA and the 40th Anniversary of
the ALA History Section.
For more information contact:
Tom Kemp, Program Chair
800-760-2455 x1570
http://www.heritagequest.com/html/lhgl_010604.html#flash
Friday. June 15th
GENEALOGY: PRACTICAL TRAINING FOR HARRIED LIBRARIANS
ALA. RUSA, History Section Genealogy Committee Preconference
Friday, June 15, 2001. 8:30am to 4:30pm.
Saturday. June 16th
CURRENT TRENDS IN CHINESE & AMERICAN GENEALOGICAL RECORDS & RESOURCES FOR
LIBRARIANS. History Section Program, Sponsored by the ALA Genealogy
Committee
At the conclusion of this program there will be a celebration of the 40th
Anniversary of the History Section. Come join us.
Saturday, June 16th, 2001. 9:00am to 12:30pm
Crowne Plaza Hotel. 480 Sutter St. (415) 398-8900.
Sunday. June 17th.
FROM OUR VILLAGE TO THE GLOBAL VILLAGE: THE CHALLENGE OF INTERNET GENEALOGY
FOR THE SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Sunday, June 17 from 9:00am to 10:30am. Moscone Convention Center. Room 132.
Monday. June 18th
GENEALOGY COMMITTEE MEETING/LOCAL HISTORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Monday, June 18th from 9:20am to 11am
Marriott Hotel. Sierra Room 1

From pat.stlu at worldnet.att.net Wed Jun 6 20:21:38 2001
From: pat.stlu at worldnet.att.net (Patricia Walls Stamm)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: St. Louis Seminar
Message-ID: <002c01c0eef8$9b997740$c72c4b0c@0016307068>
Tracking Our Ancestors -Presented by St. Louis Genealogical Society on
Saturday, 16 June 2001 - 8:45 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Featuring as Speakers are:
J. Mark Lowe, CG
Roger P. Minert, AG
Pamela Boyer Porter, CGRS
Edward (Ted) Steele

s

Topics will include German, Advanced, Beginning, and Internet Research.
More information on topics, a vendor listing, and registration form may be
seen at St. Louis Genealogical Society's webpage
http://www.rootsweb.com/~mostlogs/STINDEX.HTM
Patricia Walls Stamm, CGRS
specializing in Catholic, St. Louis Missouri Research.
http://www.stlouisgenealogy.com
CGRS is a service mark of the Board for Certification of
Genealogists?, used under license by board-certified associates who meet
genealogical competency standards prescribed for those programs.
Patricia Walls Stamm, CGRS
specializing in Catholic, St. Louis Missouri Research.
http://www.stlouisgenealogy.com
CGRS is a service mark of the Board for Certification of
Genealogists?, used under license by board-certified associates who meet
genealogical competency standards prescribed for those programs.

From cbhamer at bellsouth.net Wed Jun 6 22:47:05 2001
From: cbhamer at bellsouth.net (cbhamer@bellsouth.net)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Genealogy Volunteers
References: <LYRIS-6168-69953-2001.06.05-11.32.02-cbhamer#bellsouth.net@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B1EEB28.8B0CAD9A@bellsouth.net>
Hello everyone!
I have been using volunteers for over 30 years in the Louisiana Division of
the New Orleans Public Library and could probably write a book about our
experiences . In the early days, I took part in a number of volunteer workshops
sponsored by the area wide volunteer agency for directors of volunteer programs.
One of the first points the workshop leaders made was
that we should NEVER use volunteers for tasks regularly performed by paid staff.
The obvious problems were damage to employee morale and, in our case as librarians
with graduate degrees, the city council would cut our budget if they thought they
run the library for free with volunteers.
For the most part, we have very informal schedules for our volunteers since
they do not usually work with the public (an exception being providing extra help
in the research room after one of our beginner classes or workshops). Volunteers go
on vacation, get sick, and sometimes just don't show up any more. The only task
that we do really ask them to stick to a
schedule is the one where two people are coming in a few hours each week to scan
our WPA negative collection to go on our web site. We obviously don't want two
people showing up at the same time to use one scanner.
Having said all that, a few of the major projects we have accomplished
with volunteers might be helpful to anyone beginning to use them:
Continuing our Obituary Index (indexing, typing & filing) when staff
cutbacks took our clerk
position.
Creating an index to about 140 manuscript marriage volumes (1846-80) in our

City Archives Collection (indexing, typing, filing - some of this was done off site
by a retired brother at a local Catholic high school).
Creating indexes to early nineteenth century court records in our Civil &
Criminal Court Collections (the handwritten indexes are sent to a volunteer in St.
Louis who enters them into a database and sends the floppy disk back to us to
download to our web site.)
Sorting over one and a half million voter registration application cards
(1920-40) into one alphabet so that we could microfilm them.
Flattening and placing in acid free folders the records of city council
meetings (1920-30).
Sorting and filing court cases from over sixteen different courts (18051927) so that they could be microfilmed by the Mormons.
Creating a database index to the names of the guests on a ten year
collection of weekly radio talk show tapes.
Reading & vacuuming shelves (students needing a few hours of service for
graduation).
Inventorying the latest batch of non-residential blueprints received from
the city permit office.
Obviously, having the New Orleans City Archives Collection, Special
Collections, the Orleans Parish Civil & Criminal Court Collections (official
repository for both), and the Genealogy & Local History Collections gives us a wide
choice of tasks to recruit volunteers for. We have used the Mormons, student
interns from local colleges in architecture, history &
urban studies, genealogists and retirees, as well as people on subsidized job
training programs. Being active in local archive and genealogy organizations and
knowing many of the professors in fields related to our collections extend our
normal range of recruitment. The volunteers have ranged from their teens to one
man who was 91 when he began indexing the
obituaries in the daily newspapers (1900-1945). He was still brilliant at 95 when
he finally had to go into a nursing home. We could have never accomplished so much
through the years without our volunteers.
/Collin
Collin B. Hamer, Jr.
Head, Louisiana Division
New Orleans Public Library

From JKelsey at kshs.org Thu Jun 7 08:40:42 2001
From: JKelsey at kshs.org (Jane Kelsey)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: phone books
Message-ID: <sb1f3014.041@mothra.kshs.org>
Phone books are indeed tomorrow's primary source material. Our collection goes
back to the 1890 era and is invaluable to researchers. Most small towns did not

have a city directory, but early phone books can provide a useful substitute.
Not only are they useful to genealogists and local history buffs, they are now
providing useful info in land use study due to environmental regs.
Sincerely,
Jane Kelsey
Librarian
Kansas State Historical Society
JKelsey@kshs.org

From hkelly at wichita.lib.ks.us Thu Jun 7 10:19:02 2001
From: hkelly at wichita.lib.ks.us (Heidi Dressler Kelly)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: free to new home
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-112974-70200-2001.06.06-18.25.12--hkelly#wichita.lib
.ks.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <LYRIS-112974-70196-2001.06.06-16.37.45-hkelly#wichita.lib .ks.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.0.20010607091846.00a07b80@netconnect.wichita.lib.ks.us>
This has been taken. Thanks for your interest.
At 05:22 PM 6/6/01 -0500, Heidi Dressler Kelly wrote:
>I have the following in need of a new home:
>
>Germantowne Crier
>v. 22 nos. 2-3-4 (1970)
>v. 23 nos. 1-2 (1971)
>v. 26 no. 1 (1974)
>
>Postage is on me!
>
>->Heidi Dressler, MSLS
>Local History Librarian
>Wichita Public Library
>223 S. Main St.
>Wichita, KS 67202
>316-261-8500
>hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
>
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to
>$subst('Email.Unsub')
-Heidi Dressler, MSLS
Local History Librarian
Wichita Public Library
223 S. Main St.
Wichita, KS 67202

316-261-8500
hkelly@wichita.lib.ks.us

From census4all at census4all.com Thu Jun 7 12:32:27 2001
From: census4all at census4all.com (census4all@census4all.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: PRESS RELEASE - NEW 1910 CENSUS INDEXES
Message-ID: <3B1F9E8B.4070307@census4all.com>
PRESS RELEASE
6/7/01
Census4all announced that they have completed an index to the 1910 New
Hampshire Census. This index will be available online at their web site
(www.census4all.com) beginning on June 11th, 2001. This is an All-Name
index, meaning that every person who has a readable census entry is
included. Spouses, children, boarders, other relatives AND heads of
households are all listed in this comprehensive index.
Census4all is a new genealogy company in Arlington, VA. They have
focused their work on indexing the 1910 Census for those states that
were never "soundexed" by the U.S. Census Bureau and National Archives
and are not available commercially. Census4all has had an index to the
1910 Rhode Island Census available online since February of this year,
and plan to add the 1910 Vermont Census in late July or early August.
Their long term plan is to add a new 1910 census index every month or so.
END OF PRESS RELEASE
___________________________________________________________________________________
__________
Please feel free to copy this press release and distribute it as widely as you
wish. You are
authorized to include this release in online magazines, print magazines, journals,
newspapers etc.
V/R
Jim Pellien
James J. Pellien (Jim)
Marketing Director
Census4all
PO Box 12015
Arlington, VA 22219
703-243-2755
703-783-0350 (fax)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010607/2ff3546e/
attachment.htm
From census4all at census4all.com Thu Jun 7 12:54:08 2001
From: census4all at census4all.com (census4all@census4all.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Press Release - New 1910 Census Index
Message-ID: <3B1FA3A0.4050201@census4all.com>

PRESS RELEASE
6/7/01
Census4all announced that they have completed an index to the 1910 New
Hampshire Census. This index will be available online at their web site
(www.census4all.com) beginning on June 11th, 2001. This is an All-Name
index, meaning that every person who has a readable census entry is
included. Spouses, children, boarders, other relatives AND heads of
households are all listed in this comprehensive index.
Census4all is a new genealogy company in Arlington, VA. They have
focused their work on indexing the 1910 Census for those states that
were never "soundexed" by the U.S. Census Bureau and National Archives
and are not available commercially. Census4all has had an index to the
1910 Rhode Island Census available online since February of this year,
and plan to add the 1910 Vermont Census in late July or early August.
Their long term plan is to add a new 1910 census index every month or so.
END OF PRESS RELEASE
___________________________________________________________________________________
__________
Please feel free to copy this press release and distribute it as widely as you
wish. You are
authorized to include this release in online magazines, print magazines, journals,
newspapers etc.
V/R
Jim Pellien
-James J. Pellien (Jim)
Marketing Director
Census4all
PO Box 12015
Arlington, VA 22219
703-243-2755
703-783-0350 (fax)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010607/4d62941d/
attachment.htm
From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Thu Jun 7 13:48:11 2001
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: scanners/digital cameras
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-105667-70152-2001.06.06-11.29.39-bteschek#hampton.lib.nh.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B1F780B.8077.46952A23@localhost>
Reply to list please. I'd be interested in what people are buying
these days as well.
Bill Teschek
Lane Memorial Library
Hampton, NH
> Hello list,
> Our library is looking into getting a digital camera and scanner.

Can

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

anyone recommend a certain brand or type? I am clueless and open to any
suggestions. Thank you very much in advance.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Reference Librarian
Edgecombe County Memorial Library
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

Bill Teschek
bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us

From washingg at mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us Thu Jun 7 16:14:18 2001
From: washingg at mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us (Washington Memorial Library)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: scanners/digital cameras
References: <LYRIS-7750-70152-2001.06.06-11.29.39-washingg#mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B1FD28A.B5787537@mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us>
June 7, 2001
We recently received grant money to purchase several peices of equipment including
a
scanner and a digital camera. For the camers we decided on a Kodak DC4800 EZ.
This
camera requires no software. You purchase a photo launcher. The images are saved
onto a card system which come in various sizes of memory. I have tried the camera
and really enjoy it. Iit is 2160 x 1440 resolution. The photo launcer is a SCSI
device so it can be moved from one computer to another.
As for scanners we were looking at a Microteck Scanmaker 5 DP flatbed. Because of
the special tray that will allow the scanning of slides, glass plate negatives and
regular negatives. It is 1000 x 2000 dpi optical resolution and 8000 x 8000 dpi
enhanced resoultion. scan area is 8" x 14".
But I am going to check into
theMicrotek 9000, flatbed which will handle up to 12x17 that Joyce McMillian
mention
is her previous e-mail.
Muriel McDowell-Jackson
Genealogy Librarian
Washington Memorial Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA 31201-1790
(478) 744-0820
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Traci Thompson wrote:

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello list,
Our library is looking into getting a digital camera and scanner. Can
anyone recommend a certain brand or type? I am clueless and open to any
suggestions. Thank you very much in advance.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Reference Librarian
Edgecombe County Memorial Library
_________________________________________________________________
Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: washingg@mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From Skaufman at acpl.lib.in.us Thu Jun 7 16:29:52 2001
From: Skaufman at acpl.lib.in.us (Susan Kaufman)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Federation of Genealogical Societies/Quad Cities Conference
Message-ID: <sb1f9e01.033@matterhorn.acpl.lib.in.us>

2001

The Federation of Genealogical Societies will be holding it's annual conference
September 12-15, 2001 in Davenport, Iowa.
This is a reminder that the FGS2001 Quad Cities Conference has a special ezine
which conference registrants or those interested in the conference are encouraged
to subscribe to. Now that the conference is closer the ezine will contain more upto-the-day information regarding the conference, last minute changes, etc. We will
still be mentioning good reasons to come to the conference, but we'll provide
additional information on the conference from what is in the registration brochure.
The information will also be put on the FGS web site, but the ezine will come to
you, at no charge, and with no advertising. Your email address will not be shared.
This is hopefully a low-cost way for the FGS 2001 committees and volunteers to get
information out to conference attendees in a timely fashion. Updates will continue
to
be posted until shortly before the conference. This is an excellent way to stay in
the know. The ezine list is hosted free of charge by Carl Sandburg College,
Galesburg, Illinois.
This special service is available only via e-mail.
1.
To join the list, send an e-mail message to: requests@lists.csc.cc.il.us
2.
Your message should read: subscribe FGS2001-Announce
3.
Note: the "FGS" should be in all capital letters and the subject line should
be blank.
You will receive a confirmation e-mail message to which you must respond within 24
hours. Your e-mail address will NOT be shared and there will be no advertisements
as a part of the message.
While you are online check out the FGS website www.fgs.org. The site has regular
conference information, FGS Society Hall, a listing of genealogical societies, FGS
award information, FORUM subscription information and much more!
The types of articles that have appeared in the ezine include:
Hotel Updates

Information about research centers in the area.
Special side tours offered in addition to the conference sponsored by local
societies
Meal function information
FGSs' 25th anniversary celebration
Conference Tips
Keep watching the ezine for even more information on many aspects of the
conference. Hope to see you there!
PLEASE COPY THIS NOTICE TO OTHER LISTS.
Michael Neill
Sue Kaufman
National Conference Publicity Co-Chairs
"Great River Bend Genealogy*a Heartland Gathering"
2001 Federation of Genealogical Societies/Quad Cities Conference
12-15 September 2001 in Davenport, Iowa
www.fgs.org

Susan D. Kaufman, Librarian
Historical Genealogy Department
Allen County Public Library
900 Webster St. PO Box 2270
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
219-421-1225
www.acpl.lib.in.us
Co-Chair Publicity Committee FGS/Quad Cities
"A Heartland Gathering"
12-15 SEP 2001
www.fgs.org

From eggers at flinthills.com Fri Jun 8 09:00:17 2001
From: eggers at flinthills.com (Glee & Raleigh)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Diakon Card Catalog System
Message-ID: <005f01c0f01a$f817d020$bdc92740@lg1>
We are a small genealogical library which after much consideration and review,
purchased the Diakon program. Are any of you using it? We are wondering if the
spaces for the call number entries can be expanded. Thanks. Glee Eggers, Library
Chair
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010608/
fecbe66c/attachment.htm
From GenAnnual at aol.com Fri Jun 8 11:35:55 2001
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Martha Henderson Awarded Filby Prize

Message-ID: <60.f753711.28523ccb@aol.com>
Martha Henderson (Manager, Genealogy and Local HistoryDepartment of the <A
HREF="http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/">
Mid-Continent Public Library</A>) was the recipient of the National Genealogical
Society P. William Filby Prize forGenealogical Librarianship at the National
Genealogical Society Conference inPortland. NGS President Curt Witcher and
Erin Luckett of Scholarly Resources presented the award at the Friday evening
banquet during the annual NGS Conference in the States in Portland, Oregon.
See: <A HREF="http://www.heritagequest.com/html/lhgl_010607.html#flash">http://
www.heritagequest.com/html/lhgl_010607.html#flash</A>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010608/80257d0a/
attachment.htm
From GenAnnual at aol.com Fri Jun 8 15:02:20 2001
From: GenAnnual at aol.com (GenAnnual@aol.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: ALA History Section Dinner: San Francisco June 16th
Message-ID: <3d.cd5a8af.28526d2c@aol.com>
The ALA History Section Dinner in San Francisco will be at the Far East Cafe
on 631 Grant Avenue at 7 PM on Saturday June 16. There will be a shared
menu priced with tax and tip at $25 per person including the following:
Appetizer:
Soup:
Entrees:

Combination Platter
Sizzling Rice Soup
Peking Duck with Buns
Honey Walnut Prawns
Beef Cubes w/Vegetables
Peking Spareribs
Mushroom Chicken
Combination Fried Rice

For purposes of giving the restaurant an approximate number of places to
reserve, please reply to Jim Niessen at : niessen@mail.h-net.msu.edu if you
would be interested in attending. No need to be a History Section member,
but you're always welcome to join.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010608/
d1e68b3c/attachment.htm
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Fri Jun 8 15:21:52 2001
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: [Fwd: Preservation for family historians]
Message-ID: <3B2117C0.18CF4898@tampabay.rr.com>
Hi Folks,
I found this on the Archives list.
Sharon Centanne
-------- Original Message -------Subject: Preservation for family historians

Date: Thu, 7 Jun 2001 09:50:19 -0700
From: Michael McColgin <mimccol@DLAPR.LIB.AZ.US>
Reply-To: Michael McColgin <mimccol@DLAPR.LIB.AZ.US>
To: ARCHIVES@LISTSERV.MUOHIO.EDU
Because I do a lot of talks for genealogists and other groups, I've
developed a number of handouts over the years. Most of them are
available
at www.lib.az.us/archives/conservation.htm
Michael McColgin
Conservation Officer
Arizona History and Archives Division
mimccol@dlapr.lib.az.us
A posting from the Archives & Archivists LISTSERV List!
To subscribe or unsubscribe, send e-mail to listserv@listserv.muohio.edu
In body of message: SUB ARCHIVES firstname lastname
*or*: UNSUB ARCHIVES
To post a message, send e-mail to archives@listserv.muohio.edu
Or to do *anything* (and enjoy doing it!), use the web interface at
http://listserv.muohio.edu/archives/archives.html
Problems?

Send e-mail to Robert F Schmidt <rschmidt@lib.muohio.edu>

From libref at mail.shsw.wisc.edu Thu Jun 14 18:13:25 2001
From: libref at mail.shsw.wisc.edu (Dawn Knauft)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: WI Pre-1907 vital records service
Message-ID: <mailman.77.1067011635.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Online Genealogical Research Service
http://www.shsw.wisc.edu/genealogy/ogrs/index.html
This new online service from the Wisconsin Historical Society (formerly
the State Historical Society of WI), allows researchers to request a
search of Wisconsin Pre-1907 birth, marriage and death records and pay
with their credit card. �Requests will be processed and mailed within four
weeks. Fees are $10.00 per request for Wisconsin residents and Wisconsin
Historical Society members, who already help underwrite our costs, and
$15.00 per request for all other researchers. Wisconsin state and local
sales taxes are automatically added to each order. �First class shipping
by the U.S. Post Office is included in the prices above. �Researchers can
choose Rush Service, which guarantees their request will leave the library
within 7 working days, for an additional $25.00. Orders shipped to
addresses outside the U.S.A. are charged an additional $2.50 USD.
Researchers may have up to two orders pending in the system at any time.
From bbumbalough at grapevine.lib.tx.us Fri Jun 15 18:12:12 2001
From: bbumbalough at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Bruce Bumbalough)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Microfilm problem
Message-ID: <3B2A883C.B9A33B3D@grapevine.lib.tx.us>

A patron last night brought my attention to what he feels is defective
microfilm.
The problem is the 1880 Arkansas census.
Roll 58 ends on
page 660B and roll 59 begins on page 674B.
He has seen references to
the information on the missing pages.
Can somebody on the list look at
these two rolls and see if the pages are missing on those rolls as well?
Will NARA replace defective rolls of film?
TIA
Bruce L. Bumbalough
Grapevine (Texas) Public Library

From mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us Sun Jun 17 17:10:10 2001
From: mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us (Mary Mannix)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:15 2003
Subject: Once again, showing my ignorance ...
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6320-68024-2001.05.22-14.13.37-MM0028#MAIL.PRATT.LIB.MD.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.05.10106171555500.22801-100000@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
... about Virkus, in this past instance. Thanks to all the many fine folks
who responded to my query (should I or shouldn't I buy it) in May. My
apologizes to all of you who did not receive a personal thank-you
response for your thoughtful messages. Please chalk it up to poor
utilization of time and not lack of appreciation on my part. In case you
were wondering, I decided not to purchase it, for a variety of reasons.
But, I feel a lot smarter now that I know what it is. :) If anyone desires
a compilation of the responses I received please let me know. As always,
thank you for your support and assistance. Mary
*************************
Mary K. Mannix
Acting Assistant Branch Manager
and
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
www.fcpl.org

From Alison.Purgiel at mnhs.org Mon Jun 18 10:06:15 2001
From: Alison.Purgiel at mnhs.org (Purgiel, Alison)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Unusual criminal terminology
Message-ID: <8DFE59EC652CD51194C60008C75F8C97349654@mnhs01.mnhs.org>
A researcher has come across an unusual term used for a crime and we can't

seem to find a definition for it! The term describing the criminal act is
"rushing the can", and the researcher has found the term in both court
documents and newspaper accounts from 1900. Unfortunately, reading the
newspaper account completely did not shed any light on what "rushing the
can" actually meant. A search of slang dictionaries in our possession and
the Internet has not yet uncovered anything helpful. I'm hoping in the
collective intelligence out there someone has run across this term and knows
what it means!
TIA,
Alison Purgiel
Reference Associate
Minnesota Historical Society Library
345 Kellogg Boulevard West
St. Paul, MN 55102-1906
Telephone: 651-297-7437
E-mail: alison.purgiel@mnhs.org

From cjs25 at hotmail.com Mon Jun 18 11:45:29 2001
From: cjs25 at hotmail.com (Cyd Stewart)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Unusual criminal terminology
References: <LYRIS-128779-71814-2001.06.18-10.06.39-cjs25#hotmail.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <OE59133tYwlib4g3Sv00000e678@hotmail.com>
I searched the web briefly and came across this page, which
has a reference to the term "rushing the can" in a poem about
tramps, riding on a train, and passing around a can of beer:
http://www.stanford.edu/~quanah/jack/Chapter_11/chapter_11.html
This is in a chapter from
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY Of A TRAMP by
John Lewis Everson 1873-1945
It's still not clear exactly what the term refers to, but perhaps
it has something to do with public drinking and/or loitering?
FWIW
Cyd Stewart
Librarian I
Pasco County Library System
New River Branch Library
Zephyrhills, FL
(813) 788-6375
http://power.pasco.lib.fl.us
E-mail: cyds@pasco.lib.fl.us
----- Original Message ----From: Purgiel, Alison <Alison.Purgiel@mnhs.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2001 3:06 PM

Subject: [genealib] Unusual criminal terminology
> A researcher has come across an unusual term used for a crime and we can't
> seem to find a definition for it! The term describing the criminal act is
> "rushing the can", and the researcher has found the term in both court
> documents and newspaper accounts from 1900. Unfortunately, reading the
> newspaper account completely did not shed any light on what "rushing the
> can" actually meant. A search of slang dictionaries in our possession and
> the Internet has not yet uncovered anything helpful. I'm hoping in the
> collective intelligence out there someone has run across this term and
knows
> what it means!
>
> TIA,
>
> Alison Purgiel
> Reference Associate
> Minnesota Historical Society Library
> 345 Kellogg Boulevard West
> St. Paul, MN 55102-1906
> Telephone: 651-297-7437
> E-mail: alison.purgiel@mnhs.org
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: cjs25@hotmail.com
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>

From csellers at hsonline.net Mon Jun 18 20:26:45 2001
From: csellers at hsonline.net (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Unusual criminal terminology
References: <LYRIS-6433-71814-2001.06.18-10.06.39-CSELLERS#HSONLINE.NET@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B2E9C45.816449B0@hsonline.net>
Alison,
Doesn't seem to be treated as a crime but an American Brewery History
Page feature on Adolphus Busch also has a reference to "rushing the
can" in St. Louis. The article originally was published in The
American Mercury, October 1929, the page says:
<http://www.beerhistory.com/library/holdings/kingofbeer1.shtml>
See the last 'graph of the first part ... although it's an interesting
read to get there. Of course, if you're a whiz & think about beer &
the expression long enough, still other possibilities come to mind <g>
... (Sorry, it's Monday!)
I've also heard about a book: "Rushing the Growler" about breweries.
As I understand it, a "growler" was a pail of beer and the rush was to
deliver the full pail. Let us know what you find out, please.

Cheers!
Charlotte
Charlotte Sellers
Jackson County Historian
Brownstown IN
"Purgiel, Alison" wrote:
>
> A researcher has come across an unusual term used for a crime and we can't
> seem to find a definition for it! The term describing the criminal act is
> "rushing the can" ...
>
> TIA,
>
> Alison Purgiel
> Reference Associate
> Minnesota Historical Society Library
> 345 Kellogg Boulevard West
> St. Paul, MN 55102-1906
> Telephone: 651-297-7437
> E-mail: alison.purgiel@mnhs.org
>
From gwajr at home.com Mon Jun 18 23:28:30 2001
From: gwajr at home.com (George Anderson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Unusual criminal terminolog
Message-ID: <v04220801b7548f657c93@[65.0.240.43]>
Looking for "rushing the can" on the Web produced an interesting
insight into how search engines work. Fast Search (Alltheweb.com)
with "exact phrase" found the phrase used twice in "The Mucker" by
Edgar Rice Burroughs. Doing the same with Google (www.google.com)
found hundreds of hits like "rushing water can", "rushing, you can",
so apparently Google treats the common word "the" as a wildcard.
Google did not find the Burroughs example, unless it was buried deep
in the hit list. Burroughs does not define the phrase.
George Anderson
Livermore-Amador GS Librarian
Pleasanton, CA
George Anderson
635 Oak Circle
Pleasanton, CA 94566 USA

|
|
|

Voice: 925 846 4265
E-Mail: gwajr@home.com
Web: http://members.home.net/gwajr/

-------------------------------------------------------------

From Bookish59 at cs.com Wed Jun 20 00:27:00 2001
From: Bookish59 at cs.com (Bookish59@cs.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: More on Rushing the Can
Message-ID: <12c.481023.28617204@cs.com>

According to the American Thesaurus of Slang, second edition, by Lester V.
Berrey and M. V. Bark (Thomas Y Crowell, New York, 1956), Item # 124.6 (p.
142-143), "rush the can" means "to make frequent trips to the toilet."
I'm glad they don't prosecute for that in Tennessee!
Chuck Sherrill
The Brentwood Library
From dmoneta at lib.az.us Wed Jun 20 12:15:19 2001
From: dmoneta at lib.az.us (Daniela Moneta)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Public Libraries borrowing LDS Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6421-70442-2001.06.08-08.56.45--DMONETA#DLAPR.LIB.AZ
.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.1.20010620105939.00b2a260@lib.az.us>
Hi Fellow Librarians,
We are considering participating in the program that allows public
libraries to borrow microfilm from the Family History Library in Salt Lake
City. We think this is a fabulous program to make a vast amount of
resources available to our genealogy patrons as well as historians working
in our archives division. How many of you out there participate in this
program? Could you tell me how this program impacts your daily work? Does
it bring more people into your library? We think that we will need more
microfilm reader/printers. Any comments would be very much appreciated. If
you wish you can email me directly rather than to the list.
Thank you,
Daniela Moneta
Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Dept of Library, Archives, and Public Records
E-mail: dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400

From csellers at japl.lib.in.us Wed Jun 20 14:44:09 2001
From: csellers at japl.lib.in.us (Charlotte Sellers)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Public Libraries borrowing LDS Microfilm
References: <LYRIS-95707-72217-2001.06.20-14.16.35-csellers#japl.lib.in.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B30EEF9.B34F7BA4@japl.lib.in.us>
This sounds too good to be true! Is it true? Where do we get more
information? I'd be interested in seeing the replies on genealib!
Charlotte
Daniela Moneta wrote:
>
> Hi Fellow Librarians,
> We are considering participating in the program that allows public
> libraries to borrow microfilm from the Family History Library in Salt Lake
> City. We think this is a fabulous program to make a vast amount of
> resources available to our genealogy patrons as well as historians working
> in our archives division. How many of you out there participate in this
> program? Could you tell me how this program impacts your daily work? Does

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

it bring more people into your library? We think that we will need more
microfilm reader/printers. Any comments would be very much appreciated. If
you wish you can email me directly rather than to the list.
Thank you,
Daniela Moneta
Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Dept of Library, Archives, and Public Records
E-mail: dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: csellers@japl.lib.in.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From fwills at smlnet.sml.lib.la.us Wed Jun 20 17:05:17 2001
From: fwills at smlnet.sml.lib.la.us (Faedra Wills)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Genealogy Volunteers
Message-ID: <mailman.78.1067011636.15983.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Thank you to everyone who responded to my e-mail asking for help in
starting a volunteer program for our library. I've had a volunteer
orientation meeting and it looks like we are off to a great start. I
apoligize for not responding personally to some of your e-mails. I am
still trying to recover from a hard drive crash.
Thank you,
Faedra M. Wills
Genealogy Librarian
Shreve Memorial Library
From dmoneta at lib.az.us Wed Jun 20 16:07:07 2001
From: dmoneta at lib.az.us (Daniela Moneta)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Public Libraries borrowing LDS Microfilm
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6421-72223-2001.06.20-14.39.09--DMONETA#DLAPR.LIB.AZ
.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4.1.20010620145841.00b2b880@lib.az.us>
I guess I should clarify how I found out about this program since I have
had lots of emails regarding it. Last September, I went to the FGS
Conference in Salt Lake City. The day before, there was a Pre-Conference
sponsored by "Librarians Serving Genealogists". The program was announced
there. It may still be in the pilot project stages. I don't have details
about how libraries become eligible to participate in this program. Maybe
someone else on the list has that information.
Thank you,
Daniela
At 01:44 PM 6/20/01 -0500, Charlotte Sellers wrote:
>This sounds too good to be true! Is it true? Where do we get more
>information? I'd be interested in seeing the replies on genealib!
>
>Charlotte
>
>Daniela Moneta wrote:
>>

>> Hi Fellow Librarians,
>> We are considering participating in the program that allows public
>> libraries to borrow microfilm from the Family History Library in Salt Lake
>> City. We think this is a fabulous program to make a vast amount of
>> resources available to our genealogy patrons as well as historians working
>> in our archives division. How many of you out there participate in this
>> program? Could you tell me how this program impacts your daily work? Does
>> it bring more people into your library? We think that we will need more
>> microfilm reader/printers. Any comments would be very much appreciated. If
>> you wish you can email me directly rather than to the list.
>> Thank you,
>> Daniela Moneta
>> Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
>> Arizona State Dept of Library, Archives, and Public Records
>> E-mail: dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400
>>
>> -->> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: csellers@japl.lib.in.us
>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
>
>-->You are currently subscribed to genealib as: DMONETA@DLAPR.LIB.AZ.US
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Dept of Library, Archives, and Public Records
E-mail: dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400

From lnaukam at libraryweb.org Thu Jun 21 10:33:19 2001
From: lnaukam at libraryweb.org (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Public libraries borrowing LDS films
References: <LYRIS-6419-72412-2001.06.21-00.01.43-LNAUKAM#MCLS.ROCHESTER.LIB.NY.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B31F79F.82538D66@libraryweb.org>
This might be a good route for libraries whose request for money to buy
the 1930 census next spring was turned down. Patrons could get very
upset if they cannot get the census.
-Larry Naukam
Rochester NY
From teen at nassau.lib.fl.us Thu Jun 21 10:32:06 2001
From: teen at nassau.lib.fl.us (Teen Peterson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Borrowing microfilm
Message-ID: <3B31F756.897B5C6@nassau.lib.fl.us>
We have an account with Heritage Quest which allows us to rent microfilm
from their extensive collection. We require our patrons to pay when
they order. We are happy with their service and its benefits to our
genealogy patrons.

From washingg at mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us Thu Jun 21 11:40:50 2001
From: washingg at mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us (Washington Memorial Library)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Public Libraries borrowing LDS Microfilm
References: <LYRIS-7750-72217-2001.06.20-14.16.35-washingg#mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B320772.7E48F3B1@mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us>
June 21, 2001
We have been participating in the microfilm borrowing program since about 1996. We
have enjoyed a great deal of success.
You need to have one person in charge of
ordering and one back up person. All of your employees need to be able to handle
accept the ordes from patrons.
NOTE WELL: make the patrons copy the page with the
ordering information and highlight it as well. We had several mis-communications
about what we ordered and what the patrons wanted.
Se only charge the $3.25 that
the church charges. You can charge a processing fee, put we decided not to at this
time.
It has been very nice to have access to all of the resources of the LDS church the
turn around time is about 2 weeks. I started out ordering every day . I now do it
once a week and still receive things is a very timely fashion.
We were worried that the local Family History Center would be upset about us
participating. But they have been very happy because they are not staff full times
like we are (Mon 9-9, Tues - Sat 9-6) and it has enable patrons to have more
access.
Muriel McDowell-Jackson
Genealogy Librarian
Washington Memorial Library
1180 Washington Ave.
Macon, GA 31201-1790
(478) 744-0820
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Daniela Moneta wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi Fellow Librarians,
We are considering participating in the program that allows public
libraries to borrow microfilm from the Family History Library in Salt Lake
City. We think this is a fabulous program to make a vast amount of
resources available to our genealogy patrons as well as historians working
in our archives division. How many of you out there participate in this
program? Could you tell me how this program impacts your daily work? Does
it bring more people into your library? We think that we will need more
microfilm reader/printers. Any comments would be very much appreciated. If
you wish you can email me directly rather than to the list.
Thank you,
Daniela Moneta
Daniela Moneta / Collection Development Librarian / Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Dept of Library, Archives, and Public Records
E-mail: dmoneta@dlapr.lib.az.us / Phone: 602-542-3701 / Fax: 602-542-4400

> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: washingg@mail.bibb.public.lib.ga.us
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From pmanzell at burlco.lib.nj.us Fri Jun 22 14:29:28 2001
From: pmanzell at burlco.lib.nj.us (Paula Manzella)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Primary vs Secondary - Ancestry.com
Message-ID: <3B338078.CAEB07EC@burlco.lib.nj.us>
HI!
Recently, in a staff training session, we discussed how Ancestry.com
captured the census images off the microfilm. During the discussion,
the question of primary vs secondary source was raised. I thought I
would put the topic out for you all to respond to.
In my mind, the Census Image via Ancestry.com is either a secondary
or tertiary source (depending upon whether or not you consider the
census microfilm primary or secondary). My reasons are as follows:
(1) The Ancestry.com census image is a DIGITALLY ENHANCED image of the
microfilm.
(2) Each image has a "MyFamily.com" watermark floating within it. This
watermark is not always in the same place on a given image and you can
really only see it at full zoom.
What do you think about this?
Paula Manzella
Reference Librarian
Burlington County Library
pmanzell@burlco.lib.nj.us

From maryars at lori.state.ri.us Fri Jun 22 17:45:30 2001
From: maryars at lori.state.ri.us (Mary Ann Rogers)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Latest genealogy software
Message-ID: <000b01c0fb5c$49faa560$09205c0a@lib.ri.us.clan.lib.ri.us>
Hi everyoneMy library is thinking about purchasing genealogy software for patron use.
I'd like to know if this is a good idea and what experiences you have had.
We are a small public library and are dedicated two computers for CD-ROM
use and limited internet access. In addition, I'd also like to know what
publications that you used to evaluate genealogy software.
I would appreciate any suggestions you may have.
ThanksMary Ann Rogers

Reference Librarian
Middletown Public Library
Middletown, RI
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010622/0e1d5707/
attachment.htm
From ajelen at wfpl.net Sat Jun 23 14:52:19 2001
From: ajelen at wfpl.net (Andrew Jelen)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: primary vs. secondary source
Message-ID: <3B34E563.237ABB4F@wfpl.net>
Paula,
My understanding of a primary source has always dealt with the content
of the source, rather than the container or the format. A collection of
Thomas Jefferson's letters, published together in a book in 2001, would
be considered a primary source (or rather, each letter would be a
primary source). A biography of Jefferson or a monograph history of his
presidency, e.g. _Jefferson and the Gun-Men : How the West Was Almost
Lost_ by M. R. Montgomery, would be secondary sources. The author has
created his own content based on historical material.
So, I would have to disagree with you. While Ancestry's images are
certainly not originals, they do capture the content from the originals
as a digital image.
Andrew Jelen

Andrew C. Jelen
Genealogy Librarian
Wichita Falls Public Library
Wichita Falls, Texas

From maryars at lori.state.ri.us Sat Jun 23 16:54:04 2001
From: maryars at lori.state.ri.us (Mary Ann Rogers)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Library Genealogy Policies
Message-ID: <000b01c0fc1e$45075220$09205c0a@lib.ri.us.clan.lib.ri.us>
Hi everyoneI work at a small public library and I am trying to come up with a genealogy policy
for our patrons. There are three reference librarians on staff and we can provide
limited help for our patrons. We subscribe to Ancestry.com and we will be adding
some CD-ROMS to our collection in addition to our print collection.
I was contemplating adding a tutorial to our web page to help our patrons who are
new to genealogy. I would appreciate any ideas and if you have a policy posted our
your web site, please send me the URL.
Thanks again,

Mary Ann Rogers
Reference Librarian
Middletown Public Library
Middletown, RI
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010623/
cbb66377/attachment.htm
From bholsclaw at henge.com Sat Jun 23 15:24:47 2001
From: bholsclaw at henge.com (Birdie Holsclaw)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: primary vs. secondary source
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6206-72777-2001.06.23-14.46.24-BHOLSCLAW#HENGE.COM@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <DBEGKOBLCIKIHODBMBAJIEMDEMAA.bholsclaw@henge.com>
There is an excellent discussion of these terms in Mills' "Evidence!
Citation & Analysis for the Family Historian," beginning on p. 48, where she
recommends that genealogists use the terms "original" and "derivative"
rather than "primary" and "secondary." Mills states:
"[students of history] traditionally classify evidence as primary
and secondary. ... However trying to force our evidence into one
category or the other is frequently an exercise in futility and
frustration."
She then goes on to discuss the terms "original" and "derivative" with all
the various levels of derivative - ranging from most reliable to least
reliable - beginning with duplicates (photocopies, microfilm, digitized
images); then transcripts; edited transcripts; abstracts; extracts;
compendiums; histories; traditions.
Birdie Holsclaw
------------------------------------------------------------------Birdie Holsclaw
Longmont, Colorado
Pupils of the Colorado School for the Deaf and the Blind, 1874-1883
http://www.henge.com/~holsclaw/deafblind/csdbproj.htm
------------------------------------------------------------------>
>
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>
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>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

-----Original Message----From: Andrew Jelen [mailto:ajelen@wfpl.net]
Sent: Saturday, June 23, 2001 12:52 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] RE: primary vs. secondary source
Paula,
My understanding of a primary source has always dealt with the content
of the source, rather than the container or the format. A collection of
Thomas Jefferson's letters, published together in a book in 2001, would
be considered a primary source (or rather, each letter would be a
primary source). A biography of Jefferson or a monograph history of his
presidency, e.g. _Jefferson and the Gun-Men : How the West Was Almost
Lost_ by M. R. Montgomery, would be secondary sources. The author has

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

created his own content based on historical material.
So, I would have to disagree with you. While Ancestry's images are
certainly not originals, they do capture the content from the originals
as a digital image.
Andrew Jelen

Andrew C. Jelen
Genealogy Librarian
Wichita Falls Public Library
Wichita Falls, Texas
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: BHOLSCLAW@HENGE.COM
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')

From mygenealogy at byualum.net Sat Jun 23 16:46:07 2001
From: mygenealogy at byualum.net (Chad R. Milliner)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: The Wall Street Journal's genealogy article
Message-ID: <002101c0fc2d$ea55e700$57a7adcf@lgcy>
Earlier today, I read the article on genealogy recently published in the
Wall Street Journal:
http://interactive.wsj.com/public/current/articles/SB992558970976621678.htm
I learned about the article from an e-mail message I received from
Ancestry.com. At the bottom of the article, the newspaper invited readers
to send comments to the reporter. Appended below are the comments I sent.
Writing the e-mail helped to clarify in my mind some thoughts that I have
had running around in my head recently, so I thought I would forward them on
for anyone who is interested. There is nothing profound, but it helped me
get things off my chest. If you haven't read the article yet, please do,
since overall, I thought the reporter did a good job of pointing out "the
dark side" of the force that is genealogy.
I read the online version of your genealogy article today. I have been a
professional genealogist for eight years, after earning undergraduate
degrees in genealogy and a Masters in Library Science. When I began my
professional career, the Internet was very new, and there was very little
information available on it of strong genealogical utility. In some ways,
the situation has not changed much. Even though there are now websites
contain hundreds of millions of names, many amateur genealogists are poorly
trained in how to analyze the information they obtain. Hence, much of the
Internet's information is still of little genealogical utility to them.
As an example of what I mean, consider the sidebar in your article. In it,
you describe the contents of some of the most popular genealogical sites.
Regarding www.ellisislandrecords.com you state that "it's fun to see where
relatives came from and where they were going. But you won't find much more
than that." While I realize that your comments had to be brief, and thus it

was not possible for you to fully explain the contents of the site, your
comment nonetheless typifies the mindset that many amateur genealogists have
when they begin exploring their family tree. You, and they, made the
mistake of treating Internet genealogical sites as if they were a commodity
that one buys by the pound, i.e., a site that contains hundreds of millions
of names must be more valuable than a site with only a few million names
because the larger site is so huge. It is not surprising that beginners
fall into this trap, since this is the way that most commerical genealogical
websites market themselves. However, of much greater importance is the
quality of the data, its utility. Many of the millions of names at
commercial websites were obtained from amateur researchers, who obtained
their information from other amateur researchers, who ultimately may have
obtained their data from an undocumented mishmash of secondary sources, many
of which were published years ago, and thus created by genealogists who did
not have access to many of the primary sources available today to
researchers all over the world through the microfilm loan programs of the
Genealogical Society of Utah and other repositories.
Fortunately, we now are beginning to have access to sites like
ellisislandrecords.com that contain very high quality data of great utility.
While your article dismisses the contents of this site as containing "only"
passenger records, it is well known to experienced genealogists that
twentieth century passenger records are an extremely valuable resource for
genealogy. I don't need to explain to you why they are valuable, since many
Internet sites provide this explanation. For example, RootsWeb provides the
following information at http://www.rootsweb.com/~rwguide/lesson15.htm:
1891-1954 U.S.A. Arrivals
If your ancestors arrived between 1891 and 1954, Immigration Passenger
Lists are valuable. Immigrants were asked to provide information such as:
Marital status
Last residence
Final destination in the U.S.
If ever in the U.S. before, when, where and for how long.
If going to join a relative, the relative's name, address and
relationship
In 1906 and 1907 more questions were added to the above list:
Personal description: height, complexion, color of hair and eyes,
identifying marks
Place of birth -- the exact city, town or village.
Name and address of closest living relative in native country.
Note that after 1906, United States passenger arrival records should list
very detailed birth information, possibly including the name of a parent
still residing in the old country -- or the parent may have sailed earlier,
in which case a comprehensive every-name index such as that provided by
ellisislandrecords.com is extremely useful. Will this site solve every
problem? No, it is of no use to individuals whose ancestors all immigrated
to America in the eighteen century, or who did not arrive at the Port of New

York. However, experts estimate that about forty percent of Americans now
living had an ancestor who arrived in New York during the period presently
included in ellisislandrecords.com. Hence, it is a much more important
source for many people than your sidebar comment dismissively indicated.
Just as a maker of handcrafted furniture cannot create a chair by using only
a hammer, a beginning genealogist cannot expect to identify their ancestors
in one afternoon using only the Internet. It will take years of research
using a wide variety of sources, of which the Internet is only one. The
Internet is shaping up to be a very good way to determine what other people
have already done, but it is still a poor way to obtain information that is
not yet widely known. The most important thing for a beginner in genealogy
to do is to learn how to use the tools -- ALL OF THE TOOLS. Obviously, a
beginner can not be expected to use all the tools particularly well, but it
is important for the beginner to know that they exist. Then, with
experience, the beginner will learn WHEN to use a particular tool and HOW to
interpret the results that the tool provided.
Chad R. Milliner, MLIS, AG

From kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us Sat Jun 23 19:12:29 2001
From: kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us (Karen Stanley ; hstaff)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Library Genealogy Policies
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-65101-72782-2001.06.23-15.49.44-kstanley#hpl.lib.tx.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0106231806530.17338-100000@sparc.hpl.lib.tx.us>
Dear Mary Ann,
Clayton Library's web page includes a brief introduction to genealogy
research aimed at beginners. The address is:
http://www.hpl.lib.tx.us/clayton/
Just click on the "For Beginning Researchers" link. Also check out the
FAQs page where we attempt to address some of the more common beginners'
questions. Good luck with your project!
Karen Stanley
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
5300 Caroline Street
Houston, TX 77004-6876
On Sat, 23 Jun 2001, Mary Ann Rogers wrote:
> Hi everyone>
> I work at a small public library and I am trying to come up with a genealogy
policy for our patrons. There are three reference librarians on staff and we can
provide limited help for our patrons. We subscribe to Ancestry.com and we will be
adding some CD-ROMS to our collection in addition to our print collection.
>
> I was contemplating adding a tutorial to our web page to help our patrons who are
new to genealogy. I would appreciate any ideas and if you have a policy posted our

your web site, please send me the URL.
>
> Thanks again,
>
> Mary Ann Rogers
> Reference Librarian
> Middletown Public Library
> Middletown, RI
>
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: kstanley@hpl.lib.tx.us
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
>

From lnaukam at libraryweb.org Mon Jun 25 10:52:59 2001
From: lnaukam at libraryweb.org (Larry Naukam)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: HACKER ALERT
References: <LYRIS-6419-72741-2001.06.23-00.01.12-LNAUKAM#MCLS.ROCHESTER.LIB.NY.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B37423B.24F73748@libraryweb.org>
Given that another company
share what I read over the
allied to but not directly
for help this same company

has announced message boards, I thought to
weekend on soc.genealogy.computing (this is
concerned with the 2 dollars a minute charge
now charges):

Subject:

Genealogy.com chat room hacked
Date:
Sun, 24 Jun 2001 13:55:38 GMT
From:
"DSuarez" <drsuarez@worldnet.att.net>
Organization:
AT&T Worldnet
Newsgroups:
alt.genealogy, soc.genealogy.computing
I found the following at the Genealogy.com Genforum message
board this morning:
HACKER ALERT
Posted by: Jking Date: June 23, 2001 at 21:06:16
Paul:
You now have a hacker in the chat room that has free reign
over everyone there.
This particular person apparently now has the entire list of
passwords - at least they were posting them tonight and we
all agreed they had ours... and god knows what other of your
databases.
And I am know to have a mouth on me, but when this person
assumed my identity, the stuff that was allegedly coming out
of my mouth would have Hugh Hefner blush.

Your 24-hour help doesn't seem to be any help in alerting
your staff. And I might have even paid $2 for the minute it
would have taken me to tell them to get off the stick and
get someone in there to close a rather wide security hole.
Now, what the heck are we supposed to do? Look up the hacker
ourselves.
And by the way - I captured portions of the chat. I think if
I email them I may be in violation of obscenity laws.
I'm now going to go look at what damage was done to my
computer as I watched something go zipping along out of it
when he took control.
Might as well. I've been locked out of the room by this
individual who now has assumed my identity.
Jackie
http://www.genforum.com/genforum/messages/10601.html
From vjones at ncsl.dcr.state.nc.us Mon Jun 25 12:49:46 2001
From: vjones at ncsl.dcr.state.nc.us (Victor T. Jones, Jr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Local History and Genealogy Librarian in the news...
Message-ID: <GDEHKDMPMOAGOMDEIOALMEIBCCAA.vjones@ncsl.dcr.state.nc.us>
Thought I would pass along the following article on a NC
local history and genealogy librarian...Beverly Tetterton of
the New Hanover County Public Library in Wilmington, NC.
http://www.newsobserver.com/sunday/news/nc/Story/510187p-506
791c.html
Victor T. Jones, Jr.
Local History and Genealogy
New Bern-Craven County Public Library
400 Johnson Street
New Bern, NC 28560-4098
Phone: (252) 638-7808
Fax: (252) 638-7817
E-mail: vjones@ncsl.dcr.state.nc.us
Web: www4.coastalnet.com/community_orgs/cpclibrary
Opinions expressed in this communication are mine and do not
necessarily represent the opinions of the library.

From eggers at flinthills.com Mon Jun 25 17:28:07 2001
From: eggers at flinthills.com (Glee & Raleigh)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Fw: Diakon Card Catalog Program
Message-ID: <000b01c0fdbd$badd85a0$2ec92740@lg1>

----- Original Message ----From: Glee & Raleigh
To: Genealib
Sent: Monday, June 25, 2001 2:12 PM
Subject: Diakon Card Catalog Program
Does anyone use the Diakon Card Catalog Program designed for small libraries? We
recently purchased it only to find that there are only two lines available for the
call number and we often use four lines.
Is there any way around this roadblock?
Has anyone had any other problems with the program? Thanks Glee Eggers, Riley
County Genealogical Library, Manhattan, Kansas
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010625/
f5e008aa/attachment.htm
From mardarch at fmctc.com Mon Jun 25 18:03:24 2001
From: mardarch at fmctc.com (Margaret)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Margaret
Message-ID: <002801c0fdc2$a89fc6a0$4e32b1cf@mardarch>
Hello,
Can anyone tell me where genealogy ranks as a US hobby?
Thanks,
Margaret Christensen
Family History & Genealogy Center
Danish Immigrant Museum
Elk Horn A
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010625/
dca033ab/attachment.htm
From diane at kovacs.com Mon Jun 25 19:32:38 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Margaret
In-Reply-To:
<LYRIS-114198-73023-2001.06.25-18.07.27--diane#kovacs.com@lists.acomp.usf.
edu>
References:
<LYRIS-114198-73023-2001.06.25-18.07.27--diane#kovacs.com@lists.acomp.usf.
edu>
Message-ID: <v04220812b75d6b6d6786@[192.168.1.14]>
I'm trying to find where I read it but I read in a research report
related to teaching Web searching that genealogy is one of the top
three most researched topics on the Internet. The number 2 was
medical information and I think the number 1 was recreational misc.
topics
I'll look for my citation again.
Diane
At 5:03 PM -0500 6/25/01, Margaret wrote:
>Hello,
>
Can anyone tell me where genealogy ranks as a US hobby?
>
Thanks,
>

>Margaret Christensen
>Family History & Genealogy Center
>Danish Immigrant Museum
>Elk Horn A
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
"Collection Development: Collecting and Selecting Internet Resources
for Electronic Libraries" Nov. 17 12-2 EDT (11-1 CST)
http://www.kovacs.com/colldev.html
_Building Electronic Library Collections: The Essential Guide to
Selection Criteria and Core Subject Collections_ (2000) Neal-Schuman
Publishers http://www.neal-schuman.com
From diane at kovacs.com Mon Jun 25 20:06:43 2001
From: diane at kovacs.com (Diane K. Kovacs)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Quality of Web Site question
Message-ID: <v04220818b75d72b91e9a@[192.168.1.14]>
Dear Genealib Folks,
My first impression after reading the leading article at this site which claims that since few records exist to support Abraham
Lincoln's genealogy that he must have been the bastard of a bastard is that this site is utter crap.
The bibliography contains no
reputable Lincoln Biographers nor any primary citations whatsoever.
They then have the gall to ask for a 'donation' to support the
author!!
The site I'm looking at is GenealogyToday
http://www.genealogytoday.com/ Before I just trash this site
(meaning it will not be in my recommended site collection and it may
be in my collection of sites to avoid like the plague), I thought I'd
ask the Genealib group opinion.
Does this site have *any* redeeming
features? I notice their surname search leads to $$$ marked services
rather than any actual data. I was frankly reluctant to click on any
of those as I don't need any more spam. I hate generating traffic
for them but I know you folks will know if there is anything
salvageable here.
Many Thanks,
Diane
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
Genealogy Research on the Internet Workshops (Web-based ) Part 1 and
Part 2 July 21, 2001
Genealogical Research on the Internet -Web-based Workshop in a Book
Forthcoming from Neal-Schuman 2001
From phall at indian-river.lib.fl.us Tue Jun 26 11:29:14 2001
From: phall at indian-river.lib.fl.us (Pam Cooper)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Library Expansion
Message-ID: <3B389C3A.9B49E214@indian-river.lib.fl.us>
Dear List:
If you are planning a visit to our library, please be aware that we are
currently undergoing the "destructive" stages in order to prepare for
the construction of our newly expanded facility. During this time, there
will be many inconveniences and some difficulty in locating materials.

Please ask for help.
NOTE: All materials will be accessible throughout the construction
phases.
It was necessary for us to store over half of our equipment. Therefore,
time limits will be enforced on all computer and microfilm/fiche
equipment.
There will be times when we will need to close the area to install air
conditioning ducts and electrical wiring. Please email or call me if you
are planning a visit.
We are truly excited about this expansion. It is hoped that by February
or March, our room will be finished and will be almost twice the size it
is now.
In addition, we will have a separate "Florida & Local History Room."
This room will be a nice addition to those researching Florida History
as it will be totally self-contained with microfilm/fiche equipment and
computers.
We are currently in the process of updating our web site that will
include pictures of our progress. I hope this will be done within the
next two weeks.
We definitely appreciate your patience and understanding at this time.
Pam
-Pamela J. Cooper
Florida History & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street
Vero Beach, FL 32960
561-770-5060 561-770-5066 Fax
Email:
phall@indian-river.lib.fl.us
Web sites:
Indian River County Local History: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/
Indian River County Genealogy Department:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/
Indian River County Main Library: http://www.indian-river.lib.fl.us/
Indian River Genealogical Society: http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindigs/
From plewis at sarasota.lib.fl.us Tue Jun 26 13:37:57 2001
From: plewis at sarasota.lib.fl.us (Patricia Lewis)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:16 2003
Subject: Margaret
Message-ID: <sb38822e.015@sarasota.lib.fl.us>
Hi! In the June 18,2001 issue of Ancestry Daily News, the auhor cites an article,
"Genealogy Power," by Dr. John Daly, Director of the Illinois State Archives:
". . . A study published in American Demographics in December 1995 cited that 113
million Americans have some interest in genealogy and that 19 million have a strong
working interest in the field. . . ..

Hope that helps!

Pat Lewis, Elsie Quirk Library,
Englewood, FL
>>> "Diane K. Kovacs" <diane@kovacs.com> 06/25/01 06:32PM >>>
I'm trying to find where I read it but I read in a research report
related to teaching Web searching that genealogy is one of the top
three most researched topics on the Internet. The number 2 was
medical information and I think the number 1 was recreational misc.
topics
I'll look for my citation again.
Diane
At 5:03 PM -0500 6/25/01, Margaret wrote:
>Hello,
>
Can anyone tell me where genealogy ranks as a US hobby?
>
Thanks,
>
>Margaret Christensen
>Family History & Genealogy Center
>Danish Immigrant Museum
>Elk Horn A
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
"Collection Development: Collecting and Selecting Internet Resources
for Electronic Libraries" Nov. 17 12-2 EDT (11-1 CST)
http://www.kovacs.com/colldev.html
_Building Electronic Library Collections: The Essential Guide to
Selection Criteria and Core Subject Collections_ (2000) Neal-Schuman
Publishers http://www.neal-schuman.com
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: plewis@sarasota.lib.fl.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-genealib-110415M@lists.acomp.usf.edu

From hprotos at collier-lib.org Tue Jun 26 13:48:44 2001
From: hprotos at collier-lib.org (Harriet Protos)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Ancestry.com and Gale
Message-ID: <200106261248.AA8454432@MAIL.COLLIER-LIB.ORG>
FYI:
I found out some interesting info from vendors at the ALA conference last week,
some pertaining to genealogy. I thought I'd pass this tidbit along....
Apparently, in the future, Ancestry.com will be available to institutions via Gale,
while individuals will still be able to subscribe through Ancestry itself. I saw a
demo of the Gale version...it's less cluttered (no ads); however, according to the
person I spoke with, it will cost more than it does currently, but will also
contain more info.
Anyway, the link to the press release about this is:
http://www.galegroup.com/news_bur/pressroom/jun01_ancestry.htm
Has anyone done a comparison of electronic genealogy resources, for instance,
Genealogy.com databases vs. Ancestry.com? I'd be interested to see where the
overlaps are other than with online census images.

Have a great day!
Harriet
Harriet K. Protos
Reference/Genealogy Librarian
Collier County Public Library
650 Central Avenue
Naples, FL 34102
hprotos@collier-lib.org
Phone: (941) 261-8208, ext. 232
Fax:
(941) 649-1293
From Jerry at HeritageQuest.com Tue Jun 26 12:44:29 2001
From: Jerry at HeritageQuest.com (Jerry Millar)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Margaret
Message-ID: <1ED50F01E57A054199A81EAEDE4809F1069B35@hq-zephyr.agll.com>
I hope this is helpful.
A Maritz Marketing Research study conducted for American Demographics
Magazine showed, that approximately 19 million people actively trace their
lineage. This was reported in Insukshuk News NWT Genealogical Society
Newsletter November 1998 - volume 2 Issue 4.
http://www.ssimicro.com/nonprofit/nwtgs/Inukshuk3.htm
<http://www.ssimicro.com/nonprofit/nwtgs/Inukshuk3.htm>
Jerry Millar
Library Specialist
1-800-760-2455 x1743
Fax 801-298-5468
jerry@HeritageQuest.com
Heritage Quest
A Member of the Sierra Home Family

-----Original Message----From: Patricia Lewis [ mailto:plewis@sarasota.lib.fl.us
<mailto:plewis@sarasota.lib.fl.us> ]
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2001 10:38 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [genealib] Re: Margaret
Hi! In the June 18,2001 issue of Ancestry Daily News, the auhor cites an
article, "Genealogy Power," by Dr. John Daly, Director of the Illinois State
Archives:
". . . A study published in American Demographics in December 1995 cited

that 113 million Americans have some interest in genealogy and that 19
million have a strong working interest in the field. . . ..
Hope that helps!
Pat Lewis, Elsie Quirk Library,
Englewood, FL
>>> "Diane K. Kovacs" <diane@kovacs.com> 06/25/01 06:32PM >>>
I'm trying to find where I read it but I read in a research report
related to teaching Web searching that genealogy is one of the top
three most researched topics on the Internet. The number 2 was
medical information and I think the number 1 was recreational misc.
topics
I'll look for my citation again.
Diane
At 5:03 PM -0500 6/25/01, Margaret wrote:
>Hello,
>
Can anyone tell me where genealogy ranks as a US hobby?
>
Thanks,
>
>Margaret Christensen
>Family History & Genealogy Center
>Danish Immigrant Museum
>Elk Horn A
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com <http://www.kovacs.com>
"Collection Development: Collecting and Selecting Internet Resources
for Electronic Libraries" Nov. 17 12-2 EDT (11-1 CST)
http://www.kovacs.com/colldev.html <http://www.kovacs.com/colldev.html>
_Building Electronic Library Collections: The Essential Guide to
Selection Criteria and Core Subject Collections_ (2000) Neal-Schuman
Publishers http://www.neal-schuman.com <http://www.neal-schuman.com>
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: plewis@sarasota.lib.fl.us
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: jerry@heritagequest.com
To unsubscribe send a blank email to
$subst('Email.Unsub')
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010626/21e18284/
attachment.htm
From bbumbalough at grapevine.lib.tx.us Tue Jun 26 17:18:58 2001
From: bbumbalough at grapevine.lib.tx.us (Bruce Bumbalough)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Book copier
Message-ID: <3B38FC42.A9DDF981@grapevine.lib.tx.us>
Please excuse the cross posts.
Grapevine Public Library is seeking to purchase a book copier. We are
adding one in the new genealogy room in the expanded library.
We have
had an OCE, but it is no longer available.
We also purchased Minolta
DI-30 and SP3000 scanner copier, but it has proven less than reliabel

and quite complicated to operate.
What experiences with book copiers have other librarians on this list
had reecntly? Good? bad? Available at all?

From mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us Tue Jun 26 18:59:57 2001
From: mm0028 at mail.pratt.lib.md.us (Mary Mannix)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Book copier
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-6320-73178-2001.06.26-17.49.37-MM0028#MAIL.PRATT.LIB.MD.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.05.10106261758090.17732-100000@mail.pratt.lib.md.us>
Please post responses to the list. I need to get one in the coming year
so would like to have the info too. Mary M.
*************************
Mary K. Mannix
Acting Assistant Branch Manager
and
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Central Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
www.fcpl.org

From randy at heritagelib.org Tue Jun 26 20:24:22 2001
From: randy at heritagelib.org (Randy Holcombe)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Book copier
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-105412-73178-2001.06.26-17.49.37--randy#heritagelib.
org@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5.1.0.14.0.20010626190748.00a1de30@pop.heritagelib.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010626/70873450/
attachment.htm
From kleback at nwrls.lib.fl.us Wed Jun 27 11:25:41 2001
From: kleback at nwrls.lib.fl.us (Linda Kleback)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Ancestry.com and Gale
References: <LYRIS-30373-73130-2001.06.26-12.55.09-kleback#nwrls.lib.fl.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B39FAF5.8F9276F@nwrls.lib.fl.us>
This link is missing from the web site, and I haven't been able to find
any more information on this. Does anyone know more?
Linda Pazics Kleback

Genealogy Specialist
Bay County Public Library
Panama City, FL
Harriet Protos wrote:
>
> FYI:
>
> I found out some interesting info from vendors at the ALA conference last week,
some pertaining to genealogy. I thought I'd pass this tidbit along....
>
> Apparently, in the future, Ancestry.com will be available to institutions via
Gale, while individuals will still be able to subscribe through Ancestry itself. I
saw a demo of the Gale version...it's less cluttered (no ads); however, according
to the person I spoke with, it will cost more than it does currently, but will also
contain more info.
>
> Anyway, the link to the press release about this is:
>
> http://www.galegroup.com/news_bur/pressroom/jun01_ancestry.htm
>
> Has anyone done a comparison of electronic genealogy resources, for instance,
Genealogy.com databases vs. Ancestry.com? I'd be interested to see where the
overlaps are other than with online census images.
>
> Have a great day!
>
> Harriet
>
> Harriet K. Protos
>
> Reference/Genealogy Librarian
> Collier County Public Library
> 650 Central Avenue
> Naples, FL 34102
> hprotos@collier-lib.org
> Phone: (941) 261-8208, ext. 232
> Fax:
(941) 649-1293
>
> --> You are currently subscribed to genealib as: kleback@nwrls.lib.fl.us
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')
From arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us Thu Jun 28 11:18:51 2001
From: arthur.erickson at ci.greensboro.nc.us (Erickson, Arthur)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Cheap microfilm reader
Message-ID: <B5CC879BABCFD411ABF300B0D068876D10E985@exchange.ci.greensboro.nc.us>
Folks,
I need to buy a microfilm reader. All it has to do is read the 1870 NC
Census. That's it. No printing. No fiche. Just 35mm film. It will see
very low use. My price restrictions are tight-- under $3500, and even much
will strain my budget.
What options do I have?
image?

How low end can I go and still have a legible

Where does one find deals-- used, rebuilt, etc.?
Any suggestions, however speculative, are welcome.
Thanks,
Arthur
Arthur Erickson
Genealogy Librarian
Greensboro Public Library
219 N. Church St.
Greensboro, NC 27402
(336) 574-4099
arthur.erickson@ci.greensboro.nc.us
http://www.greensborolinbrary.nc.us
From sharoln at mail.sgcl.org Thu Jun 28 11:48:25 2001
From: sharoln at mail.sgcl.org (Sharol Neely)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: MO Historical Review
Message-ID: <200106281048.AA31656554@mail.sgcl.org>
We were recently given a complete run of the MISSOURI HISTORICAL REVIEW
(quarterly published by the State Historical Society of Missouri) for 19511998. We do not need any of the issues, but I hate to pitch almost 50 years
of this informative publication.
Please let me know if you are interested in obtaining these. They're
available for shipping costs.
Thanks,
Sharol Higgins Neely
Local History & Genealogy
Springfield-Greene County Library
4653 S. Campbell Ave.
Springfield MO 65810-1723
EMAIL: sharoln@mail.sgcl.org
PHONE: (417) 874-8112 ext 139
FAX:
(417) 874-8113
________________________________________________________________
Sent via the Springfield-Greene County Library system at mail.sgcl.org

From sharoln at mail.sgcl.org Thu Jun 28 14:39:32 2001
From: sharoln at mail.sgcl.org (Sharol Neely)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: MO Historical Review
Message-ID: <200106281339.AA37620348@mail.sgcl.org>
We have already found a home for the copies of the MO Historical Review.

Thanks for your interest.
Sharol Higgins Neely
Local History & Genealogy
Springfield-Greene County Library
4653 S. Campbell Ave.
Springfield MO 65810-1723
EMAIL: sharoln@mail.sgcl.org
PHONE: (417) 874-8112 ext 139
FAX:
(417) 874-8113
________________________________________________________________
Sent via the Springfield-Greene County Library system at mail.sgcl.org

From pmclaugh at ccs.nsls.lib.il.us Thu Jun 28 14:55:49 2001
From: pmclaugh at ccs.nsls.lib.il.us (Pam McLaughin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: ?source for Canadian passenger lists
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.03.10106281351140.7705-100000@luna.ccs.nsls.lib.il.us>
Help!
My patron has a citation for a Canadian passenger list. To be specific,
she is looking for _Ships' Passenger Lists : Arrivals at the Port of
Halifax_, National Archives of Canada, Microfilm reel C-4511 ship Caspian,
arrived 27 April 1881.
I called Heritage Quest (my usual source), but they do not carry this.
Does anyone know of a source in the U.S. for this material? (I guess, if
necessary, we can try Canadian sources, but I was trying to avoid
international postage and, shudder, converting currencies)
Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
1170 N. Midlothian Rd.
Mundelein, IL
60099
visit our website at www.fremontlibrary.org

From gwajr at home.com Thu Jun 28 22:51:25 2001
From: gwajr at home.com (George Anderson)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: ?source for Canadian passenger lists
Message-ID: <v04220801b761b70ea9d8@[65.0.240.43]>
The Mormon films for Halifax passenger lists are:
Index 1880-1882 ..... 1642682
Passenger Lists 1881-1882 ..... 889429

Rent through any Mormon Family History Center. Find the nearest FHC via:
http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Library/FHC/frameset_fhc.asp
George Anderson
Livermore-Amador GS Librarian
Pleasanton, CA
------------------------------------------------------------------------Subject: ?source for Canadian passenger lists
From: Pam McLaughin <pmclaugh@ccs.nsls.lib.il.us>
Date: Thu, 28 Jun 2001 13:55:49 -0500 (CDT)
X-Message-Number: 4
Help!
My patron has a citation for a Canadian passenger list. To be specific,
she is looking for _Ships' Passenger Lists : Arrivals at the Port of
Halifax_, National Archives of Canada, Microfilm reel C-4511 ship Caspian,
arrived 27 April 1881.
I called Heritage Quest (my usual source), but they do not carry this.
Does anyone know of a source in the U.S. for this material? (I guess, if
necessary, we can try Canadian sources, but I was trying to avoid
international postage and, shudder, converting currencies)
Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
1170 N. Midlothian Rd.
Mundelein, IL
60099
------------------------------------------------------------------------From donna.dinberg at nlc-bnc.ca Fri Jun 29 11:13:24 2001
From: donna.dinberg at nlc-bnc.ca (Dinberg Donna)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: ?source for Canadian passenger lists
Message-ID: <890459A65CB1D2119FC00008C7BAC61901272CEC@exchange2>
Pam,
Barring inavailability of the reel number you quote, you should be able to
borrow the film directly from the National Archives of Canada at no cost.
See the full borrowing information at:
http://www.archives.ca/02/020207_e.html
Information on passenger lists held by the National Archives for the period
1865-1935 may be found at:
http://www.archives.ca/02/020202/0202020401_e.html
Don't let the international factor prevent you from using Canadian sources
directly. We are perhaps closer than you imagined!
Regards,
Donna Dinberg
Systems Librarian, National Library of Canada
and

Librarian, Jewish Genealogy Society of Ottawa
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
<This is _not_ an official communication of either the National Library of
Canada or the National Archives of Canada. Usual disclaimers apply.>
-----Original Message----From: Pam McLaughin
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: 6/28/01 2:55 PM
Subject: [genealib] ?source for Canadian passenger lists
Help!
My patron has a citation for a Canadian passenger list. To be specific,
she is looking for _Ships' Passenger Lists : Arrivals at the Port of
Halifax_, National Archives of Canada, Microfilm reel C-4511 ship
Caspian,
arrived 27 April 1881.
I called Heritage Quest (my usual source), but they do not carry this.
Does anyone know of a source in the U.S. for this material? (I guess, if
necessary, we can try Canadian sources, but I was trying to avoid
international postage and, shudder, converting currencies)
Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
1170 N. Midlothian Rd.
Mundelein, IL
60099
visit our website at www.fremontlibrary.org

From census4all at census4all.com Fri Jun 29 17:06:57 2001
From: census4all at census4all.com (census4all@census4all.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: 1910 New Hampshire Census Index
Message-ID: <3B3CDFE1.6080906@census4all.com>
"Census4all Is Your Gateway To Online Census Data."
Hello,
Three weeks ago I contacted you about Census4all. Unfortunately we
developed a technical glitch shortly after I sent out that EMAIL. We
have now resolved the problem and are proud to re-open our much improved
Census4all web site.
Census4all has been continually improving our Census Research web site
over the last 6 months to make it as easy as possible for you to access
the census data you need. The newly upgraded web site provides FREE
individual index searches. You can instantly access an abstract of an
entire household from our database for a small handling fee. And we can
even deliver image files (.tif format) of actual census pages to you via
EMAIL for a nominal fee. All of this can be accomplished online. No
need to travel to the nearest National Archives or buy expensive
CD-ROMs. With Census4all you can do your census research online more
easily and inexpensively.

Census4all has just finished indexing and digitizing the 1910 New
Hampshire census. It is now online together with the previously
available 1910 Rhode Island census.
In the next few weeks you will
also see the 1910 Vermont census at the Census4all web site. When the
1910 Vermont Census comes online we will have about 1 million indexed
records available for your online genealogical research.
Most census indexes available through the National Archives and from
commercial sources only contain index entries for the heads of each
household. These are called "head of household" indexes.
The Census4all indexes are "All-Name" indexes. This means that every
readable name from the original census has been recorded and indexed.
"All-name" indexes are vital if you want to find children, spouses,
boarders etc., i.e. anybody other than a head of household.
Please go to our site for a FREE INDEX SEARCH: www.census4all.com
We welcome feedback about Census4all. After visiting the web site and
trying it out, would you please complete the following survey so that we
can make it the most user-friendly genealogy site on the Web.
Please feel free to forward this announcement as widely as you wish via
EMAIL or place it in your organization's newsletter, magazine or
journal. It is important that members of your organization are informed
of this important new genealogy research tool.
If you wish to be deleted from our mailing list please reply to this
message and include the word "remove" in the subject line.
Thanks,
Director of Marketing
Census4all
___________________________________________________________________________________
CENSUS4ALL SURVEY
Your Name:
Your Organization/Company:
Your EMAIL Address:
1911.
} Yes

Was it easy to do the FREE individual census index search?
{ } No
Comments:

{

2.
Was the information from the individual search clearly displayed to
you, and did it allow you to find the household you were looking for? {
} Yes
{ } No
Comments:
3.
No
4.

Were you able to view the household index listing?
{ } Did not try this function
Comments:
Did you purchase a census page?
Comments:

{ } Yes

{ } No

{ } Yes

{ }

5. Did you receive your census page via EMAIL in a timely manner?
{ } Yes { }No
Comments:
6.
On a scale of 1 (worst) to 10 (best), please rate Census4all's
Value compared to other online research tools:
{ }1
{ }2
{ }3
{ }4
{ }5
{ }6
{ }7
{ }8
{ }9
{ }10
Comments:
7.
Will you use Census4all as other states and other years become
available at our web site?
{ }Definitely
{ }Maybe
{ }Not Sure
{
}Definitely Not
8.

Suggestions for improvement:

-James J. Pellien (Jim)
Marketing Director
Census4all
PO Box 12015
Arlington, VA 22219
703-243-2755
703-783-0350 (fax)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010629/
c606a0bc/attachment.htm
From RRoberts at cslib.org Fri Jun 29 18:09:33 2001
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Beginning July 28th, 2001 the State Library at 231 Capitol
Ave. in
Hartford will be extending its ho
Message-ID: <sb3cb671.025@po.cslib.org>
Beginning July 28th, 2001 the State Library at 231 Capitol Ave. in Hartford will be
extending its hours to include Saturdays and Thursday evenings.
The new public hours will be:
Mon., Tues., Wed. and Fri.: 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Thurs.: 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.,
and Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Please let your staff/patrons/members patrons know our new hours.
Thank you,

Richard C. Roberts

Unit Head
History and Genealogy Unit
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6521
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm

From census4all at census4all.com Fri Jun 29 18:22:30 2001
From: census4all at census4all.com (census4all@census4all.com)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Genealogy Announcement - Press Release
Message-ID: <3B3CF196.1040309@census4all.com>
PRESS RELEASE
6/29/2001
Census4all Announces The 1910 New Hampshire Census Index
Census4all, a new genealogy company located in Arlington, VA announced
today that they have completed the 1910 New Hampshire Census Index and
added it to their web site for online research. This index is unique in
the world of genealogy. No other commercial firm or government agency,
including the National Archives, has this index.
Census4all has improved their web site over the last 6 months to make it
as easy as possible for you to access the census data you need. The
newly upgraded web site provides FREE individual index searches. You
can instantly access an abstract of an entire household from their
database for a small handling fee. They will even send image files
(.tif format) of actual census pages to you via EMAIL for a nominal
fee. All of this can be accomplished online easily and at a relatively
low cost.
Most census indexes available through the National Archives and from
commercial sources only contain index entries for the heads of each
household. These are called "head of household" indexes. A unique
feature of Census4all is that their indexes are "All-Name" indexes.
This means that every readable name from the original census records has
been recorded and indexed. "All-Name" indexes are vital if you want to
find children, spouses, boarders etc., i.e. anybody other than a head of
household.
Census4all has had the very popular 1910 Rhode Island Census Index
available at their site since January of this year. In addition to
indexes, they also have digitized all of the 1910 census pages for RI
and NH. In the next few weeks they plan to add the 1910 Vermont census
index and digitized pages to their web site. When the 1910 Vermont
Census comes online they will have about 1 million indexed records
available for online genealogical research. Census4all plans to
continuously add to their 1910 Census Collection with a new state being
added every month or so.
Census4all invites you to visit their web site at www.census4all.com for
a free index search.

___________________________________________________________________________________
End of Press Release
___________________________________________________________________________________
If you wish, we are willing to walk you through the Census4all website
and provide a complimentary household search and census page to help you
become familiar with the site's operation and capability. Just call me,
Jim Pellien, at 703-243-2755 and I'll walk you through the process.
Please feel free to use this Press Release as you see fit. You may
forward it as widely as you wish via EMAIL or place it in your
organization's newsletter, magazine or journal. It is important that
the genealogical community be informed of this new tool for genealogy
research.
Thanks,
Jim Pellien
Director of Marketing
Census4all
PO Box 12015
Arlington, VA 22219
703-243-2755
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010629/
c8c901c4/attachment.htm
From bettybarcode at yahoo.com Sat Jun 30 08:02:09 2001
From: bettybarcode at yahoo.com (Cynthia Van Ness)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: 1910 New Hampshire Census Index
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-128102-73702-2001.06.29-16.16.29-bettybarcode#yahoo.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <20010630140209.33453.qmail@web12505.mail.yahoo.com>
Aren't advertising messages considered off-topic on this list?
--- census4all@census4all.com wrote:
>
"Census4all Is Your Gateway To Online Census Data."
=====
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-,
"...every modern technology, from television to computers,
was invented by men & women whose education was conducted
almost exclusively with pen, paper, and book."
--Neil Postman
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: bettybarcode@yahoo.com
Shameless self-promotion: http://cynthia.is-online.net
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Get personalized email addresses from Yahoo! Mail
http://personal.mail.yahoo.com/
From pmclaugh at ccs.nsls.lib.il.us

Sat Jun 30 10:21:49 2001

From: pmclaugh at ccs.nsls.lib.il.us (Pam McLaughin)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: ?source for Canadian passenger lists
In-Reply-To: <LYRIS-125846-73616-2001.06.29-00.52.14-pmclaugh#ccs.nsls.lib.il.us@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.03.10106300918170.22249-100000@luna.ccs.nsls.lib.il.us>
On Thu, 28 Jun 2001, George Anderson wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The Mormon films for Halifax passenger lists are:
Index 1880-1882 ..... 1642682
Passenger Lists 1881-1882 ..... 889429
Rent through any Mormon Family History Center. Find the nearest FHC via:
http://www.familysearch.org/Eng/Library/FHC/frameset_fhc.asp
George Anderson
Livermore-Amador GS Librarian
Pleasanton, CA
----------------------------------------------------------------Subject: ?source for Canadian passenger lists
From: Pam McLaughin <pmclaugh@ccs.nsls.lib.il.us>
Date: Thu, 28 Jun 2001 13:55:49 -0500 (CDT)
Help!
My patron has a citation for a Canadian passenger list. To be specific,
she is looking for _Ships' Passenger Lists : Arrivals at the Port of
Halifax_, National Archives of Canada, Microfilm reel C-4511 ship Caspian,
arrived 27 April 1881.
I called Heritage Quest (my usual source), but they do not carry this.
Does anyone know of a source in the U.S. for this material? (I guess, if
necessary, we can try Canadian sources, but I was trying to avoid
international postage and, shudder, converting currencies)
Pam McLaughlin
Fremont Public Library
1170 N. Midlothian Rd.
Mundelein, IL
60099

Thanks to George and everyone else who answered this question. I called
the patron, who said that the local FHC said, "Sorry, don't have it, talk
to your local public library." I suggested that perhaps she had talked to
a staffer who made a boo-boo. She called the FHC, got another volunteer,
who _was_ able to locate the materials.
Pam McLaughlin

From seslee2 at cs.com Sat Jun 30 12:07:33 2001
From: seslee2 at cs.com (seslee2@cs.com)

Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Indexing images in books
Message-ID: <68A31336.77B78F1F.0021957B@cs.com>
Has anyone created a database or done detailed catalog notes for photos and
drawings in books? I have been trying to think of an efficient way to answer the
frequent questions which start, "Do you have a picture of...?" Many of the images
they want are buried in books. It is impossible to remember them all. If you have
used a database, is there a software you especially like for this task? Any
thoughts and experiences you have had would be appreciated.
Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian
CEL Regional Library
Savannah, GA 31404
From kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us Sat Jun 30 17:03:24 2001
From: kstanley at hpl.lib.tx.us (Karen Stanley ; hstaff)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: 1880 Census index
Message-ID: <Pine.GSO.4.21.0106301539460.13007-100000@sparc.hpl.lib.tx.us>
Here's an interesting story illustrating the shortcomings of indexes:
We have just received the new 1880 Census index on CD published by
LDS. Our patrons are thrilled and so are we - finally, a complete index
for 1880! And the advanced any-field search capability is just marvelous.
But, like any secondary source, it has its limitations.
A patron has been trying to find a man named Levy Arnett in the 1880
census. She did not know how old he would be that year, only that
he had had a daughter born in 1888. Using the Soundex, she found a
30-year-old head of household named Levy Arnett living in Wilkinson County
(ED 151, sheet 30, line 29). We suggested that she use the new 1880 index
on CD to find if there were any other Levy Arnetts in Mississippi. Using
the CD, she located a 14-year-old boy of that name, BUT she DIDN'T find
the 30-year-old man in Wilkinson County on the CD, even though she had
already located him using the Soundex.
Since she had a photocopy of the census page with her, we used the
alternative indexing fields to locate the household. His wife's name and
age were clear, so we searched for the first name Sarah, age 20, born
Mississippi, living in the appropriate locale. This search worked - but
the entire household was listed under the surname SMITH, not ARNETT!
The microfilm for 1880 Wilkinson Co MS is very hard to read. Looking at
the entry on the film, we all agree that the name looks a lot more like
Smith than Arnett, so it was logical for the LDS indexer to transcribe it
as Smith. We can only assume that the original Soundex indexers were
working from the original schedules and were able to see the handwriting
more clearly. Does anyone know if this was the case? Or is this truly a
Smith family whose name was misread by the Soundex indexer?
At any rate, the message for us and our patrons is clear - the new 1880 CD
index is wonderful but does NOT replace the 1880 Soundex, nor does it
absolve us of the need to look at the original census schedules from which
the CD data was extracted. Not that we're surprised - but it makes a
great story to tell patrons who don't want to "bother" with the microfilm!

Karen Stanley
Clayton Library
Center for Genealogical Research
www.houstonlibrary.org/clayton
-----------------------------------Opinions expressed are mine alone...
------------------------------------

From mygenealogy at byualum.net Sat Jun 30 22:56:06 2001
From: mygenealogy at byualum.net (Chad R. Milliner)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Remodeling at the Family History Library
Message-ID: <002101c101e1$c1eba5c0$34a7adcf@lgcy>
At the APG Roundtable at the NGS Conference in Portland, several people
asked me to e-mail them with information about the Family History Library's
construction plans. For all of you, this is your e-mail. It should not be
construed as coming from the Family History Library. Although I have any
educational background in library science, at thus a great interest in
library remodeling, I am not a Family History Library employee. However,
because I am a professional genealogist I am in the Family History Library
almost daily. Hence, please pardon any errors. I do not believe that I am
including information in this message that is not already public knowledge
to the professional genealogical community in Salt Lake City. The Family
History Library posted signs on Friday 29 June 2001 stating that their
remodeling would get underway on 6 July 2001, so I think that now is a good
time for me to finally write the message I promised you about the plans.
Those of you who heard library director David Rencher officially announce
the plans at the NGS conference already know how extensive the work will be.
The plan is to remove all the carpet squares and replace it with roll
carpet. While the carpet is up, new electrical and communication lines will
be laid beneath the flooring, so that new computers can be installed. Once
the work is done (hopefully by late September), the library will have about
twice as many computers as it does now, and all of them will have Internet
access and access via jukeboxes to as many of the CD-ROMS as they can get
site licenses for. Each floor will have designated places where laptop
owners can plug their laptops into printers and the Internet. (I suspect
that this feature will be so popular that the library will have to limit how
long a person can "camp out" at one of these laptop work stations.)
There will be a lot of shuffling of collections and office space on each
floor, so each floor will have a different look when the work is done, with
the idea that the new floor plan will be easier for the mobility impaired.
The US/CAN overflow films on B1 will be moved up to the 2nd floor with the
rest of the US/CAN films. The Automated Resource Center (ARC) on the Main
Floor will be eliminated. The CD-ROMs that cannot be site licensed will be
stored with the restricted fiche and films, and obtained in the same way, by
presenting ID at the appropriate library attendent window. All of the
computers will have all of the necessary drivers. The wall will be removed
from the copy center room on the 2nd floor (I don't know if the other floors
will also have walls removed) in order to remove the bottleneck that
presently exists with moving around in the room. The reason why the copy
center was in its own room was because copy machines were very noisy when

the building was constructed. Now new machines are much quieter. The
library orientation room will be redone with new displays, including a large
plasma monitor for computer demonstrations. Eventually, all of the
microfilm boxes will receive new labels with the film numbers in a much
larger font. A lot of this work has been in the planning stages for a long
time, but it is all happening now, because the library wants it done before
the 2002 Winter Olympics, which Salt Lake City is hosting. (The library is
expecting to receive tons of tourists.)
Some preliminary work has already been done. The library entrance now has
automatic sliding doors. The heights of some of the work tables have been
adjusted to better fit people in wheelchairs. Additional book shelving has
been installed on the main floor. Unfortunately, the patron snack room is
not getting any larger.
Jim and Paula Warren are publishing a Family History Library guidebook "Your
guide to the Family History Library" that will include maps of the new
floorplans. It will be available at the FGS conference from BetterWay
Books, the publisher. ISBN 1-55870-578-3. Jim Warren will also be speaking
about the Family History Library's changes at the FGS conference. I have no
commercial relationship with this company and neither Jim nor Paula asked
for the plug.

From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Mon Jun 25 22:42:56 2001
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:17 2003
Subject: Margaret
References: <LYRIS-6300-73024-2001.06.25-18.36.13-VCTINNEY#DCN.DAVIS.CA.US@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B3812D0.C639FB11@dcn.davis.ca.us>
In March 2001, the Top 9 sites received:
ancestry.com
3,248,000
rootsweb.com
1,790,000
genealogy.com
1,229,000
familyhistory.com
745,000
familysearch.org
610,000
familytreemaker.com
560,000
accessgenealogy.com
333,000
cyndislist.com
326,000
findagrave.com
239,000
http://www.top9.com/health_family_culture/family_matters/genealogy.html
Roughly, 9,080,000 unique visitors.
Parenting & Family lists myfamily.com
with 2,142,000 unique visitors, a site where
one can "Create your own family website".
http://www.top9.com/health_family_culture/family_matters/parenting.html
If compared to the "Top 99 Web Sites",
http://www.top9.com/top99s/top99_web_sites.html
the approximately 12,000,000 unique
visitors compare numerically to the hits
of zdnet.com, listed as number 24 of the
Top 99 Web Sites. This gives a rough

estimate on a worldwide basis, according
to Top9.com
http://www.top9.com/aboutus.html
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
"Free Coverage of the Genealogy World in a Nutshell"
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]
--------------------------------------------"Diane K. Kovacs" wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I'm trying to find where I read it but I read in a research report
related to teaching Web searching that genealogy is one of the top
three most researched topics on the Internet. The number 2 was
medical information and I think the number 1 was recreational misc.
topics
I'll look for my citation again.
Diane
At 5:03 PM -0500 6/25/01, Margaret wrote:
>Hello,
>
Can anyone tell me where genealogy ranks as a US hobby?
>
Thanks,
>
>Margaret Christensen
>Family History & Genealogy Center
>Danish Immigrant Museum
>Elk Horn A
Diane K. Kovacs - Kovacs Consulting Internet & World Wide Web
Training http://www.kovacs.com
"Collection Development: Collecting and Selecting Internet Resources
for Electronic Libraries" Nov. 17 12-2 EDT (11-1 CST)
http://www.kovacs.com/colldev.html
_Building Electronic Library Collections: The Essential Guide to
Selection Criteria and Core Subject Collections_ (2000) Neal-Schuman
Publishers http://www.neal-schuman.com
--You are currently subscribed to genealib as: VCTINNEY@DCN.DAVIS.CA.US
To unsubscribe send a blank email to $subst('Email.Unsub')

From centans at tampabay.rr.com Fri Jun 15 14:30:57 2001
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:18 2003
Subject: [Fwd: [BuffaloHistory] List your organization]
Message-ID: <3B2A4651.64B4BA9C@tampabay.rr.com>

-------- Original Message -------Subject: [BuffaloHistory] List your organization
Date: Thu, 14 Jun 2001 17:20:30 -0700 (PDT)
From: Cynthia Van Ness <bettybarcode@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: BuffaloHistory@yahoogroups.com

To: History Buffalo <BuffaloHistory@yahoogroups.com>
Hi, gang,
If your genealogical or historical society (or other nonprofit
agency) has historical records, you can get it listed at the New York
State Archives online directory of Historical Records Repositories.
Just go to:
http://www.archives.nysed.gov/services/programs/rediscovering/reposito.htm
If your organization isn't listed, scroll down for the link to a form
to submit or update your data.
This message can be freely forwarded to anyone in NY State.

I assume

that organizations outside of NY would not be accepted.
=====
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-,
"...every modern technology, from television to computers,
was invented by men & women whose education was conducted
almost exclusively with pen, paper, and book."
--Neil Postman
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, email: bettybarcode@yahoo.com
Shameless self-promotion: http://cynthia.is-online.net
__________________________________________________
Do You Yahoo!?
Spot the hottest trends in music, movies, and more.
http://buzz.yahoo.com/
To unsubscribe from BuffaloHistory, send a blank email message to:
BuffaloHistory-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to
http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Sat Jun 23 19:23:23 2001
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:18 2003
Subject: Library Genealogy Policies
References: <LYRIS-65145-72782-2001.06.23-15.49.44-centans#tampabay.rr.com@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <3B3516DB.4855EEF5@tampabay.rr.com>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20010623/06e3f401/
attachment.htm
From vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us Wed Jun 27 10:40:39 2001
From: vctinney at dcn.davis.ca.us (Chris & Tom Tinney, Sr.)
Date: Fri Oct 24 12:07:18 2003
Subject: Methodological standards in evaluating the quality of sources, as

influenced by gender and motivations.
Message-ID: <3B3A0C87.A929799B@dcn.davis.ca.us>
Methodological standards in evaluating the
quality of sources, as influenced by gender
and motivations, are covered in two new
books copyrighted in 2001:
Medieval Memories - Men, Women and
the Past, 700-1300, edited by
Elisabeth van Houts; also,
Spanish Society, 1400-1600, by
Teofilo F. Ruiz, UCLA; both
published by Pearson Education Limited.
Spanish Society, 1400-1600, reveals
the need for great care in accepting a
published family record, such as in the case
of the Bernuy family; "On the margins of
society", wherein the motivation for social
promotion in Spain, in the 1580s, "the
Bernuys had invented a new history for
their family, in validation of which witnesses
testified . . ." . . . "wealth, royal and
municipal service, the right marriages with
noble families, and above all the hiring of
good lawyers and intellectuals to reinvent
one's origins, could erase social boundaries."
"Hilario Casado Alonso . . . is presently at
work on a monographic study of the Bernuy
family . . . different branches of the family . . .
By the early sixteenth century . . . had settled
in . . . Bordeaux, Toulouse, London, Bruges,
Antwerp . . . Burgos, Seville, Medina del Campo
and Avila . . . establishing relations with the
French court, as well as with the Spanish kings."
Elisabeth van Houts, Lecturer in Medieval
History at Emmanuel College, Cambridge,
notes "the formation of the writing of history
in the Middle Ages, and the ways in which
men and women collected stories about the
past and passed them on to the next
generation." The main theme of her book
is "That memories of the past, then, as now,
were gendered, and thus formed according
to certain conventions and characteristics
tied to the social roles of men and women
. . .".
"The development of written family histories
needs to be seen in the context of changing
familial, social and political structures, above
all a tightening of kinship obligations . . .";
for "Once written down, a reputation could
be fixed for posterity, regardless of how
accurate or truthful that picture was." . . .
EXAMPLE: "William the Conqueror was
taunted . . . " because "his kinsmen (on

his mother's side) were morticians."
Sworn testimony was being evaluated
according or oral or written tradition:
Was it within the personal knowledge
of the elderly; or, were the important
public affairs within the personal knowledge
and experience of the leaders involved?
Who had control of how information was
obtained from ancestors within similar
social status or the extended community
memory?
It is suggested that "Women, unlike
men, did not fight and were not killed in
military engagements. It was particularly
their task, therefore, to keep family traditions
alive and to pass them on to others for
remembrance in writing and in prayer. It
was also their task to instruct their sons
concerning the exemplary deeds of their
ancestors. {19}" This suggests a second
path, separate and apart from the authority
and testimony of publicly acknowledged
male informants, in the transmission of
family histories and genealogies.
Respectfully yours,
Tom Tinney, Sr.
Genealogy and Family History Internet Web Directory
http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~vctinney/
"Free Coverage of the Genealogy World in a Nutshell"
Who's Who in America, Millennium Edition [54th] Who's Who In Genealogy and Heraldry, [both editions]

